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Cuomo Budget: ~ Staggering Blow'
34 Faculty Lines in Jeopardy;
Tuition, Dorm Fees up $400
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The Budget Committee's Report
' ~~ .

,

The Faculty's Budget Committee was told last Tuesday th~t it had. two da.ys to
prepare. a response to the C~omo budget. "There is no ~Ime:'. said PreSident
Grebstem at the Tuesday meetmg, as he charged the Committee With an awesome
lask: present a plan for dealing with the possibility of 106.5 positions being lost here
by next yea~, if!cluding up to 34 facult~.
.
The CoIDlDlttee s statement calls:for making cuts throughout the entire college· before
making cuts in instructional lines.
Sirice t~e President's budget. proposal, to be delivered ~edn~sday, must remain
~onfide.ntlal, he co~ld say nothmg a~out the Budget Commltt~e s statement except,
1 am In substantial agreement With many of these reductlOns...Some are well
intentioned, but do not take into account legal realities, and community reaction."
Co-chairman of the Committee, Carl Resek, a Humanities Professor, called the
document "a ·statement which provides the President with guidelines with the
intention of preserving as much as possible the mission of the college." Co
.
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chalfman Carlo ParrovaDl, Natural SCiences ProJessor, says that t e report
emphasizes that the "heart of the college i,s the academic program."
Here is the Budget Committee's statement, submitted to the President last
Thunday:
As you know the present Budget Committee first convened in October
.
f
k
.
1982 to conSider the task you set be ore us: to rna e recommendatIOns
.
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.
1 15 l'
d '
. h SUNY
regardmg tea locatIOn 0 appr?xlmate y . ~ne re uctlOns 10 t e
Purch~se budget, and the reductIOn of an additIonal $500,000 from campus
operating funds.
Since that date the Committee has met regularly; it has collected and
considered a large amount of budgetary data; it has secured from all units
coherent tables of personnel functions. We will forward.to you copies ofthis
valuable document.
As a consequence of the drastic budget announced by the Governor on
February 1. we were assigned an entirely new task only 48 hours ago: the
Committee is to recommend by 5:00 this afternoon guidelines for the
.
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~locatlOn 0 appr~Xlmate y. . pOSitIOns ?~t to t IS cam ~us, a re uctlOn SIX
l1m~ the magmtude ong1Oally ~nt1clpated. HavlO.g met alm?st
contmuously for two days, the Committee presents you With the folloW1Og
finn recommendations:
1. With all due regard for the continuation of essential services and of
produc1tive programs, the College should return vacant lines wherever
possible. We believe this to be in the spirit of the Governor's statement that a
.
. 1 num ber 0 f posItIons
. . .10 state services
are to b e re d uce d b y
substanua
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By David Scbwartz
Governor Cuomo, who said in
Octo ber while campaigning at
Purchase, "It would be . a terrible
mistake for us to dessicate our souls and
narrow our vision, and eclipse the truth
by rescinding from the liberal arts," has
submitted to the legislature a budget
which would cripple the college. The
budget mandates the loss of between 18
and 34 faculty, and 72.5 non-faculty
positions here.
"This is a staggering blow, and there's
nothing I can say which will relieve the
pain we're all feeling," said President
Grebstein as he announced the news at
an emergency faculty meeting last
Tuesday. The budget still needs the
legislature's approval, and there is hope
that funds will be restored through
income tax hikes. But Dee Molinari,
Assistant to the President, said
"Though funds have been restored in
the past, it doesn't seem likely now. It ·
looks like Cuomo's serious about this."
Social Sciences professor Peter Schwab
called the budget "wholesale slaughter."
The President had sent a memo to
schoolofficialsinNovember,callingfor
them to plan a "catastrophe budget'"
which would allow for the loss of 15
positions. Cuomo's budget increases the
catastrophe by a multiple of six. It also,
incidentally, calls for tuition, dorm, and
fee hikes of $425 per year.
With the bad news came a stunningly
abrupt timetable. Wed nesday,
February 9th is the deadline for
President Grebstein to submit ' in
Albany his plan to meetthe budget cuts.
The Faculty Budget . Committee was
given two days to submit their
recommendations to the President.
(Their document is printed at left.)
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pending finalixation of their plans over
. the weekend, would meet Albany's
request for names or positions for all
90.5 of the mandated positions. He said
that there were 38 vacancies, including
the 2 or 3 faculty, but pointed out that
some positions would involve more
t~a~ one ~me, becau.se some lines ~re
dlv~~ed lOtO fractIOnal part-time
POTslhtlOnBs. d t C
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make recommendations for any specific
position cuts, and proposed instead a
series of plans to take money from
different areas in the school instead of
cutting faculty. The most radical of the
plans was to close the Center For !he
Arts and the Neuberger Mus~umdunng
the summer
tooJtake
It' and
f d'ask fPepsIco
S
over comp e e un 109 or ummeuare.
This plan originated with a proposal by

the Social Sciences to completely cut
funding for these cultural programs
before cutting any faculty. Social
Sciences Chairperson Judith
Friedlander said that the plan
dramatized that "we should affirm that
we exist to train students in the arts and
liberal arts, and that education is our
top priority."
..
In a letter to Presiding Officer of the
Faculty, Peter Bell, the Budget
Committee wrote, "In its deliberations,
and in its final recommendations, the
Budget Committee has given foremost
priority to · the maintenance of a
cohesive academic program by calling

!resident Grebstein: deci#ons to make
on all constituencies of the campus and
on the neighboring community to yield
resources to this end."
Yet Pat Coughlin said that "many of
the (Committee's suggestions) are
unrealistic," and President Grebstein
commented, early Friday afternoon "I
am in substantial agreement with many
of these reductions, but some of them
do not take into account legal realities
and community reaction,"
Purchase was harder hit than many
other SUNY schools, because of its
enrollment and attrition problems.
SUNY Provost Jerome Komisar sent
President Grebstein a memo, with the
budget news, stating "For your campus,
we would appreciate a supplementary
plan based on a withdrawal of 16
additional faculty lines." If Purchase
loses these 16 additional lines,
according to Carol Parrovani, Budget
Committee chairman, "the school
would, in effect, be dismantled. A lot of
people have been here a long time,
building Purchase. This would, in eight
days, dismantle the school." The only
way for these 16 position~ to be saved is
for President Grebstein to make a
convincing argument to SUNY Central
that the cuts would drastically harm the
school.
Aside from the 16 extra faculty cuts,
the others are mandated in the Cuomo
budget. Where will the cuts come from?
The President is not allowed to disclose
any details about his plan. Indications
are, though, that the Administration
Continued on Pale 6
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By Timothy McDarrah
The mail ballot on the proposal for an
All Campus Senate taken over winter
break has been voided by Faculty
President Peter Bell, and a new
proposal is scheduled to be submitted to
the faculty at large at their February 16
meeting.
The vote was 32-23 in favor of
Diagram 2, a proposal that would have
effectively killed the notion of students
voting on important decisions affecting
the College.
Bell commented that by working with
the Faculty Executive Committee, and
drawing up a new proposal, he was not
"grinding my own ax." He continued
that in his role as head of the faculty he
was not supposed to "advocate my own
position, but to put forth a proposal
that the faculty can put its support
behind...one that two-thirds of them
N
will vote for."
i~
The faculty approved in principal the
&I
{11
idea of an All Campus senate last spring
~
~
by better than a 2-1 margin.
•
Q
According to Bell, the current system
of faculty governance "can't win
JI
anymore," and that the new document
will "more adequately reflect the needs
Ao
of the College." He added that at a
Peter Bell, Faculty President, decided to void results of recent governance vote.
recent convention of faculty executives
from the SUNY system that he had
attended in Syracuse, every single
school of the 30 present had some form
of all campus governance, with students
as voting members.
When asked why less than a third of
A new column by Jesse Mentken
the faculty voted, Bell did not have a
apparently drunk male entered a girl's ready answer, only that the late date
unlocked but shut suite room, while the that the decisions were made might have
The Center For Instructional Resources girl was in bed and unclothed.
added to the general state of confusion
After a few moments the male left and and misinformation that exists on the
was burglarized on the night of January
9th. Approximately $16,000 worth of the girl called Public Safety. issue in the faculty, and for that matter,
audio and video equipment was stolen. Hernandez, the dispatcher at the time, in the student body.
Among the items were: three Sony took the call but, because of Public
Two other concerns might have been,
televisions, a stereo, speakers,tape Safety policy, was not allowed to said Bell, that the faculty didn't want to
decks, a light system, and several other comment on the incident.
relinquish control of the school's
items.
educational policy, which according to
The wire cable locking the inside
the state by-laws, is under their
video room was snapped and there is a
jurisdiction, and that the administra
possibility that the robbers entered the
tion had too large a voice under the
room by removing a gla~s panel and
defeated Diagram I.
opening the door from the inside.
The new proposal was drawn up by
Another possibility is that someone
Bell, based on the document prepared
copied a key, and used it to open the
over the summer, and his own
door. According to Rita Koch, C.I.R.
experiences of having served on various
supervisor, the burglars "knew what
committees at Purchase over the past
they were looking for," and "our
:J decade. It was initally submitted to the
security was not lax in any way."
a F.E.C. at its February 2 meeting, and
The officers on duty at the time did
:. will be discussed further at today's
notice some empty carts on the loading
'4!
meeting before going to the faculty next
'" week.
dock of Lincoln Avenue, which were
.,;.;-:'4.•.;~~ 8
possibly left there by the burglars.
Although still in its preliminary
n.,
However, Public Safety officers are not
stages, the plan should look something
given keys to C.I.R. and did not check if
~!
anything was going on inside.
Rita Koch, C.I.R. supervisor
When the employees of C.I.R.
returned the next mordng, Securitv
According to Mark Albrecht, the
was alerted of the robbery. According to girl's call "was not clear," and in the
MarIC Aibrecht, Director of Public mind of the dispatcher, "there was no
Safety, no fingerprints or other traces indication of danger."
By David Schwartz
were found and so far twelve people,
Hernandez, instead .of sending an ·
The controversial "Last Supper
including employees of C.I.R., have officer, phoned the on-duty R.A. at the
cartoon" printed in the November 17th
been questioned and found innocent. time and said (according to the R.A.)
issue of The Load resulted in what
There are presently no suspects.
"There is a naked, drunk male in A President Grebstein termed a
C.I.R. is funded solely by state funds wing." She made no m.ention of the fact
"historical" meeting last Monday in the
and because of state policy, can not be that the man entered a girl's room.
President's office, between members of
privately insured. The state has given
Hernandez is one of three new
The Load staff, the college
C.I.R. $7,000 worth of insurance dispatchers working. Presently no one
administration, and members of the
towards replacing the equipment.
has been charged in this incident.
religious community who were
The ramifications of the crime are
offended by the cartoon.
manifold. There will be greater
Appearing in "Theater X" the
restrictions on the lending of
cartoon depicted the Last Supper scene,
Public
Safety
is
considering
two
equipment. There may be a shortage of
with the figure of a nude woman
equipment for use in Senior Projects. plans to help curb the vandalism plague.
One involves a $40,000 electric replacing Christ, and saying "Take, eat,
Teachers now have to notify C.I.R.
sensory
security system which would this is my body." The publication of the
during the day if they need equipment
send
a
message
to ~ dispatcher when a cartoon, which was drawn and
for a night class.
door is opened, or room entered. Plans submitted by Eileen Arnow, a Visual
for this system are indefinite, because of Arts student, brought on a barrage of
letters from, among others: State
the current budget cuts.
Public Safety dispatcher Martha
The second plan involves the recent Senator Joseph Pisani; Sister Brigid
Hernandez has been placed on vandalism against vending machines. Driscoll, President of Marymount
probation due to an incident on the Albrecht says that gates will be installed College in Tarrytown; Margaret
night of January 28th.
around the machines and locked at Gillmore, Director of the Westchester
Section of the National Conference of
Around 4:00 a.m. a naked, night.
Christians and Jews; The Post Roads

Governance Vote Voided as
Bell Prepares a Compromise

..
j

The Crime WatchCIR Rip-Off

i
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like this. Smaller than the original in
number, the new proposal calls for
approximately 29 members, "a much
more manageable size than the old
one," which numbered upwards of 60
people. It will consist of 17 faculty
members, one from each academic
division of the school, to be elected by
their respective constituencies every two
years, with reelection allowed only
once.
There will be seven student members,
including three ex-officio members of
the Student Senate, three students
elected by the student body, and ODe
elected by part-time and nonmatl'ic
ulated students. Siudents will serve one
year terms.
Also scheduled to serve will be
various NTP's, or non-teaching
professionals, such as the registrar,
bursar or admissions officers, who will
serve on the comittees of their expertise;
the deans of Letters and Science,
Continuing Education, and one from
the Arts divisions, in voting positions;
and the President of the College, Vice
President of Academic Affairs, and the
Dean of Students in nonvoting roles.
There is also a seat slated for an alumni
representative, to be elected by alumni,
and a full-time, professional secretary
to keep minutes and prepare the
necessary documentation for the
running of campus business.
Elizabeth Gross, President of the
Student Senate, commented that while
the overall proposal looks good, there
still is not enough student
representation. "After all, this school is
for the students." Most students queried
on the issue didn't know what the AU
Campus Senate was. However, the few
who did said that they were pleased to
see the students finally getting a fair
shake, although "how fair the shake will
be is another story."
The faculty will still remain in control
of things, though, as they will elect
themselves to the top three positions in
the new governance system, while a
two-thirds vote of the whole fac:ulty
could still overturn any decisions.
The various committees are supposed
to include an educational policy
com mitt e e , w h i c h will take
recommendations from four standiDI
committees (curriculum, academic
standards, academic review, aDd
BALA) and bring them up before the
full senate; and several committees that
will answer directly to the full assembly,
including an awards committee, a
nominating committee, and an equal
opportunities committee.

Last Supper Cartoon Prompts
A Meeting With the President

Safety Plans

Naked Male
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Area Council (a letter signed by 16
priests); and Anthony Mangano.
Westchester Director of the Cathotic
Leaguefor<Religious and Civil Rights.
Letters were received from other
clergy people, community members and
Purchase faculty. Two letters were sent
to Governor Cuomo, one from AnD
Woodcock, President of the St. Pius X
Parilsh Council, stating that "we object
to the use of public funds to support
such bigotry. As taxpayers we knot
that our state government faces
trememdous deficits and will
recommend that our government
officials decrease spending 04
publications which are neither morally
or financially affordable."
The meeting in the President's offICe
was arranged by Ms. Gillmore in lite
hope that it would resolve willi
Grebstein has called an episode thai
"has caused the College... severe damage
in at least one important componenlci
the community." Representing tbc
Cootlnued
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SUNY Not the Only Victim
In Cuomo's Proposed Budget
By Timothy McDarrah
"The State is broke. It's really as
simple as that," commented College
President Sheldon Grebstein a1 the
budget meeting last week. There is no
arguing that fact after looking at
Governor Mario Cuomo's $31. 5 billion
..te budget, which was announced last
Wtek.
The budget for the 1983-84 fiscal year
calls for a cut of 14,000 jobs from the
state payroll, and a series of tax
iacreases and other measures intended
10 help close a deficit that stands at $1.8
lillion.
The State University system was hit
liard, as was the City (CUNY) system 
I~Y stand to lose 1,897 and 703 jobs,
respectivdy - but education was not
alone in its suffering.
A 14%, or $4.5 million, reduction in
funding for state sponsored arts
programs was proposed, as was a 2,439
job reduction in the state's Office of
Mental Health.

Tax increases will add more than 2011:
10 the price tag on a quart of hard

6quor, and a nickel to a pack of
.ettes. It will also cost more to make
along distance phone call, get a drivers
liunse. and register your car.

However, Governor Cuomo said that
with the budget as proposed he will be
keeping several campaign promises,
including holding the line on sales tax,
business tax, and income tax, and
providing some $360 million in
Medicaid costs for New York City and
local governments throughout the state .
Another proposal by Cuomo was for
state employees to be permitted to go on
"voluntary" furloughs for yet-to-be
determined periods of time to help
reduce the number of layoffs.
According to the Governor, this could
save · nearly $6 million. On the other
hand, he pointed out, if the program did
not work, another 1,000 layoffs might
be required by January 1984.
Cuomo, a staunch· oponent of the
death penalty, also proposed space for
an additional 2,300 prisoners to be
housed in New York's correctional
system, and the closing of a facility in
Brentwood, L.I.
The budget was not subject to the
usual abuse by legislative leaders, who
generally avoided direct attacks,
reported the New York Times. Many
pledged to "cooperate to get a budget
approved by ... April I, " the deadline
for the budget to be passed by the state
legislature.

The Committee's Report--~ContbJued From Pale One

attntlon. Following as well the Governor's intention that substantial
~uctions are to be made by retirement, the College should institute
procedures for the early retirement of appropriate staff with the benefits the
state is now willing to extend to such individuals.
Z. Because the College at Purchase is first of all an institution devoted to
undergraduate education and to professional training, all due priority must
be given to those services directly related to these functions. Other services
peripheral to the central mission of the College and not financially self
supporting, must not be allowed to drain essential educational resources.
We, therefore, recommend the closing of the Center for the Performing Arts
and ofthe Neuberger Museum during the summer. With the exception of
those absolutely essential for planning and maintenance, the PAC and the
Museum staff are to be put on 10 month contracts. The substantial monies
to be saved by these means should be returned to the state in place of
positions supporting academic areas.
.
In the same light, the College must renegotiate the Summerfare contract
with the Pepsico Corporation so that this valued event becomes financially
self-sustaining and is not carried at the expense of the college.
The Committee believes that the curtailment of these valued services will
make the local community dramatically aware of the financial crisis at
Purchase and will encourage its support.
J. More extensive use of the PAC and the Museum by the community and
by its professional organizations should be encouraged; rental fees for its
~ must be increased and made competitive with similar institutions, so
that we realize greater revenues from these facilities. Additional funds can
also be generated from community use of the college gymnasium. We
strongly urge that membership fees for the gymnasium be substantially
increased.
The excess funds generated by the community's use of all these facilities,
in addition to surplus funds derived from IFR courses in Continuing
Education should be applied to sustain the core curriculum of the College.
In this context the Budget Committee gives the following recommendation
high priority: the first state funded lines to be cut should be those for which
lFR fund s may be substituted.
4. Given the difficult choice between reducing essential personnel and
reducing material resources, the Budget Committee recommends a careful
scrutiny of all S & E allocations including the Library Acquisition Fund,
Xerox and utility costs. Additional small sacrifices of S & E funds by all
units should also be used to minimize potential staff reductions.
5. Given the size of the College and the severity of the current crisis, the
Budget Committee directs attention to the presence of a disproportionate
number of vice-presidents, deans, directors, and other supervisory
personnel on this campus. The current stringencies demand a careful
clarification of functions with a view to red ucing the number of such offices.
6. Undoubtedly the College will now carefully reexamine the entire area of
Student Services. It is the Committee's perception that while the Health and
Counseling Centers are heavily used, steps should be taken to transfer all
but emergency psychological and medical services from the campus to
community facilities.

The Emergency Meeting-
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The First Reaction: 'Panic

I

By Scott McGaha
From the beginning of the special budget meeting at 4:05 last Tuesday, when
President Grebstein announced, "I've got some bad news, folks," the commments
from the audience reflected a sense of panic. A teacher asked if the eighteen to
thirty-four cuts would be permanent. The grim reply: "Yes."
The President offered a ray of hope for faculty saying that non-faculty positions
could be cut instead of faculty. But he added that for each three faculty to be saved,
five non-faculty would have to be cut. Also, he pointed out the enormous number of
non-faculty already scheduled to be cut. (72.5)
Alfred Hunt, Dean of Lower Division Studies, asked about the possibility of
closing some offices and services presently open to students. Grebstein pointed out
that there was little hope in that route. "Our level of service is not all that great right
now."
To a proposal that tuition and room fees be raised even further, Grebstein
warned that if the number of students attending the school drops, more faculty cuts
would ensue.
By the meeting's end, Grebstein said, "We'll do the best we can, but I can't even
offer optimism."

In order to alleviate S & E and Temporary Service Budgets, increases in
local student fees should be mandated. But inequities in this area must also
be eradicated, so that students in some divisions do not shoulder all extra
burdens.
Additional savings in Student Services must be realized by merging all
registration functions into one office and by placing EOP recruitment in the
Admissions Office.
7. Thus far the Committee has made budgetary recommendations affecting
community relations, administrative staff and student services. The
Committee now addresses issues directly affecting the SUNY Purchase
faculty.
In order to insure that our college continues as an integral and cohesive
academic institution, the Committe recommends that the workload of
faculty in the Letters and Science is clearly stated as three courses per
semester; that a comparable workload shall be assumed by the faculties of
the Arts Divisions. At the same time it is imperative that divisions retain the
discretion to grant released time to faculty who carry a substantial burden
of tutorials, senior projects, productions, large classes and classes with
significant components of remedial or research work. As well, adjustments
must be made for time spent on significant professional research. College
wide guidelines must be established to insure equitable workloads
throughout the College.
As part of their contractual teaching loads faculty should have an
obligation to periodically teach courses that will help to meet the needs of
Continuing Education. This action will make it possible to return a number
of teaching lines currently in Continuing Education to the Letters and
Sciences and to the Arts Divisions.
Elsewhere curricular functions now duplicated by overlapping programs
must be carefully reviewed. Such a review should result in the merging,
elimination or contraction of surplus services.
In forwarding these recommendations to you the Budget Committe does
not consider its work completed. The Committee considers that part of its
mandate and responsibility is to review the campus catastrophe plan before
·it is submitted to the Central Administration. Committee members are
willing to meet with you at any time prior to February 9.
Further consultation between you and the Committee is requested during
subsequent stages of these difficult deliberations.
Budget Committee members:
Carlo Parra van 0, Carl Resek (Co-Chairmen), Naomi Block, Kay Capo,
Larry Clark, John Cohen, Gloria Forman, Claire Gerardi, Brigitte Levy,
Hank Savitch, Jo Shaff, Mette Spaniardi, Joe Stockdale, Esther Williams
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Newsbriefs
Julius Novick Wins 55,000
Award for Theater Criticism
By Eva Papp
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O'Loughlin to Lead Of[
'Creativity' Lecture Series
" 'In the Beginning... And in the End,' Divine and
Poetic Creativity-The Example of Milton," a talk by
Professor Michael O'Loughlin, will inaugurate a new
lecture series, The Purchase Focus: Conversations in
the Liberal Arts. The talk, on February 17th, begins a
series to be held weekly on Thursday evenings (8:00) in
the College "Buffer" in the Administration Building. It
is a series of public reflections from the writing and
teaching of the Letters and Science faculty on a
provocative theme central to all the disciplines. This
year's theme is "Creativity."
According to Professor O'Loughlin, "this exciting
opportunity for us to share the best kept secret in
Westchester-the fact that we have a very high quality
liberal arts college as well as our burgeoning·fine and
performing arts schools." O'Loughlin, who lives in
Harrison, described the series as a continuation of the
community outreach he helped to organize last year in
the highly successful James Joyce Centennial festival
which combined academic conferences with dance,
film and theatrical performances.
"Our academic excellence," said O'Loughlin, "is a
matter of some pride, and the selection of speakers was
from a list embarrassingly rich." The topics and
speakers exemplify the diversity and centrality of the
College's interests. In the first weeks, speakers will
consider not only creativity in literature and sociology,
but its importance in the writing of Black history,
women and social change, the division of the brain and
the making of quilts. After the spring vacation, the art
of mathematical discovery and the philosophical
concept of "creation" itself will alternate with
discussions of feminism and anti-Semitism, ehnicity
and the arts, as well as creativity in poetry and the idea
of a liberal education.
O'Loughlin, Professor of Literature, was educated
at Holy Cross and Yale where he taught for many
years. He has written The Garlands ofRepose, a study
of the representation of leisure from Homer to
Montaigne as well as numerous papers on seventeenth
and eighteenth century poety. At Purchase, he teaches
those subjects as well as Romanticism, the Historical
Novel, Yeats, Joyce, Lawrence and the Junior
Seminar in Literature. Last year he coordinated the
Purchase conference of twenty-five scholars in
conjunction with the J oyuce centennial celebration in
the Performing Arts.

Julius Novick, a literature professor here, recently
received the $S,OOO George G. Nathan Award for
dramatic criticism.
The award, given on a yearly basis for the best piece
of theater criticism, was presented to Novick by a
committee comprising the chairmen of the English
departments of Yale, Cornell and Princeton. The
award is in recognition of work done in the summer of
1981, about theater in London, Paris and the Shaw
Festival, and in particular, Peter Brook's The Cherry
Orchard.
Novick knew since high school that he wanted to be
involved in theater; realizing his abilities were more
analytical than creative, he decided upon theater
criticism. It was not until his undergraduate work at
Harvard that he actually began doing criticism, and
then for The Village Voice on a no-pay basis. Since
then he has written for The New York Times, The
Nation, and The Humanist, and has had a year's stint
with Channel 13. While pursuing these other options,
Novick has continued with the Voice (he's been there
for over 20 years) and is currently one of its three
permanent theater critics.
"I like writing for the Voice," states Novick.
"There's a lot of freedom and I pretty much get to write
what I want, not what the whims ofan editor dictates."
In response to a question on how teaching at
Purchase affected his writing, Novick felt that "they
complement each other very well. It so happens that
many plays I criticize are ones I've taught, and the
reading and preparation I do for classes supports my
writing. They feed each other."

Student Union's Spring
Plans include Lecture Series
The Spring Series on Nationa Security and the
Arms Race, coordinated by the Purchase Student
Union, (a campus educational activist club) will begin
this Tuesday night at 7:00 p. m. with the mm Prophesy,
about the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The series, which will run on Tuesday evenings
throughout the semester will consist of lectures, films,
panels, and discussion groups presenting different
perspectives on nuclear armament and national
security related issues. Highlights of the series include
speakers such as H. Jack Geiger from Physicians for
Social Responsibility on the Medical consequences of
nuclear war, a faculty panel discussion on new
concepts of National Security, and Barry Commoner
on the Politics of Disarmament (presented in
cooperation with the Natural Sciences Symposium).
Other activities being planned in conjunction with
the series include a week of special classes (faculty have
been asked to spend one class period during the week
of April II-IS relating their course subject to security
and arms issues) and a day of Campus Awareness on

April 26th with cultural and educational activities
through the day.
Events in' the series are scheduled mainly on
Tuesdays from 7-10 p.m. in the Fireside Lounge.
CCN, with some extra dates to be announced.
Schedules will be available at the Info Booth, and
weekly events will be posted in the showcase by the
Fireside Lounge.
In addition to running the Spring Series, the
Student Union is planning a letter-writing campaian
on the SUNY budget cuts and on the Solomon
Ammendment (see story on page 23 about Solomon
Ammendment). Also on the agenda are fund-raisina
activities to help replace stolen video equipment from
C.I.R., and the establishment of a new peace studies
resource center here on campus. Meetings which are
held every other Monday at 9:00 p.m., are open to all.
The next meeting is on Monday, February 21st, time
TBA.

Grant Money Available for
Projects to Improve Purcbase
The SUNY Purchase Affiliates, a volunteer
community group interested in supporting the collCF,
has announced a grants program which will award
$3,000 (in amounts of up to $500) to support proposals
aimed at improving student life.
Proposals which show a potential for intellectual,
cultural, or social improvements with benefits that will
extend over time to a broad population of students,
will be selected for funding. Proposals may describe a
new program or project, or they may seek to upgrade
an already existing one."
Proposals, which should be in the form of a one
page typed description of the project, must be handed
in with a short Grant Application Form, to Joanne
McGrath-Goetz, Financial Security, Mfiliates Office,
in the Administration Building. Students, facultY, and
staff are all encourgaed to submit ideas. The
application forms are available at div,isional offices.
Deadline for proposals is February 15th, and
winning projects will be announced on March 10th.

Cappucino Lounge Reopens
The Cappucino Lounge, located on the second 'floor
of Campus Center North, has reopened for business.
An alternative nightspot, the lounge is now open from
Tuesday through Saturday, from 8 to 11:00 p.rn.11l
addition to cappucino, espresso, spiced teas, hot
chocolate, a variety of cakes, pies and pastries will be
served.
There are also plans for several different
presentations to take place in the accompanyina
Players Care. Not only.will there be various slide
shows, lectures, films, and discussions, but
Hippocrene will hopefully be underway soon.
Also, there are backgammon and chess selS
available.
Those interested in performing here, orsponsoriq
any other events: leave a message in the Lou.
mailbox at the Info. Booth, or to contact Cheryl
Eastwood in Student Activities. at 2S3-S187

GAME ROOM

now open!!!
Mon.-Fri. 11:00 am.-l0:00 p.m
Sat.-8un. 1200 noon-lOOO p.m
Basement, Campus Center North

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Claun startlna

For In(ormatlon About Other Centers
In More Than 105 Major US Cities' Abroad

Outside NV State CALL TOll FlU: 100·223· 1782
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PING-PONG!
POOL!
CHESS!
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rile Faculty Retreat-,

The Faculty Evaluates Itself
i

he says, limits the scope of the academic program.
Factor then talked about another basic issue. "rm
not sure I understand the distinction between broadly
based studies and the strengthening of individual
disciplines. Many disciplines don't have the resources
for the strengthening of their program," he said,
suggesting that by trying to offer a large number of
programs, the individual programs become diluted.
Ed Colker, Dean of Visual Arts, spoke to the
problem of Arts vs. Liberal Arts. "One of the great
barriers of the college is that we have two colleges,"
saying that the school must learn not to fight the
tension between the two schools, but use it.

Should there be requirementsr
This panel discussion lasted through the morning.
and ended somewhat idealistically, with Colker saying
"I believe that our objective is a sense of human ethics,
which is grounded in a sense of mastery."
It was-in the afternoon that the harsh, cold realities
of Purchase were attacked in their specifics. President
Grebstein, who has an uncanny ability to spark heated
discussions among the faculty, opened the afternoon
discussion by stating, "If one measures what we ask of
students against the noble aspirations we heard this
morning, then: what are we doing? Our students are
extremely narrow. They do not use the resources of the
school...There is no structure here for minor
programs ... no sense from the faculty of what students
should do. The school requires not one proficiency. I

arguing both sides of every issue here, and I offer that
as my contribution."
There was an overall consensus that more structure
was needed here. Social Sciences chairperson Judith
Friedlander stated, "I'd like to have a sense from the
faculty about what students should touch base with
among the different disciplines. Could we not start
taking a look at one another's majors to see what we
can offer?"
Peter Bell suggested that the scope of
interdisciplinary studies needs to be considerably
strengthened. Freshman Studies is a model which
must be greatly e~panded. And for Letters and
Sciences to have jus~a four-credit requirement in the
Arts is ludicrous. It seems crazy to me; students can
read a novel, but can't see a sculpture."

DU/ermt Models

So what, then, should Purchase be offering? John
Cohen, Visual Arts teacher, was the first to give a
model of what Purchase should aspire to. "We should
find a model for the college, of what Greenwich Village
used to be like, an exciting, intellectual, eccentric
atmosphere, which supports all kinds of interesting
I"
people."
Freshman Studies teacher Harry Stessel agreed with
the idea of combining disiciplines. "We can't offer
highly specialized courses. But what Purchase can
offer is integration."
Henry Etzkowitz, Social Sciences professor, asked
By David Schwartz
r----------------------, whether small colleges were truly viable nowadays. "I
I am concerned that we will not reach the traditional
Former Dean of Theater Howard Stein, who lefh
Purcbue for Columbia, was fond of saying "If you
clientele; we should cooperate with other colleges,
don't know where you're Boing, any road will get you
such as Manhattanville, to broaden our program."
there." Finding a sense of direction, a path to lead this
Picking up on the theme of"clientele," Mathematics
aool out of the quagmire of enrollment and attrition
professor Stan Kogelman said, "One of the things that
problems it has ·been plagued with, was the central
hasn't been mentioned is jobs. I don't think there's
theme of a day-long faculty retreat held two weeks
anything wrong with training. It might not be bad to
have a core of courses which would specifically help
110.
Before the budget news came, and before the
students to get jobs."
workload of the Spring classes arrived, around 70
Julius Novick, in analyzing the split in views that
teachen got together for a session which was both
had been presented, said, "'We have here two alternate
models for the school. Greenwich ·Village and job
idealistic and pragmatic.
The retreat was held at the school's luxurious
training. We have been approximating the Greenwich
Siegbert Guest House, on an unseasonably warm
Village approach, and there is a constituency for that
January day. The atmosphere was relaxed as the day
kind of college. If the best reason for coming to
began, with Jim Utter, acting Dean of Letters and
Purchase is to get a job, then we've blown it."
Sciences, stating, "'we are here to discuss a number of
This segment of the session raised a surprising
things we haven't talked about for a long time, perhaps
diversity of views about just what kind of college
since the beginning of the college."
Purchase should be, and partly explained a problem
The questions raised throughout the day were so
cited
by Al Hunt, Associate Dean of Lower Divison;
;!
basic to Purchase (the problems with integration
"We have a patchwork curriculum, and I'm not sure
-s:
between arts and liberal arts, the lack of requirements,
it's effective." Hunt added that "We all agree in a large
c!
attrition problems) that one realized how rarely the
sense about what an education'is. The problem is the
.t
faculty really gets together to discuss these issues. It
problem between theory and reality. "
W8I surprising, for instance, to
see teachers
announcing their names before speaking. And it was
If any statement sums up the net result of the retreat,
IIIrprising to see the wide range of conceptions about
it is Natural Sciences professor Joel Tannenbaum,
Harry Ste.sel, Freshman Studies
just what Purchase's mission is.
expressing relief at hearing the phrase "this issue has
The Ideal vs. The ReaUty
been through years of discussion," rather than hearing
the
phrase, "We are a new, emerging college."
Peter Bell, Social Sciences professor, opened the
should be very disappointed if by the end of this year
asion v.jth his presentation, at a panel discussion, of
we don't come to a conclusion about what we're going
bisllC\'Cn elements of an ideal education. It called for a
to do, rather than spiritual values."
program which was "holistic, historical, critical,
A specific complaint from the President was that the
pobal, artistic/ aesthetic, expansive, and political. .. In Letters and Science program only requires 15 credits
this broad, interdisciplinary vision, boundaries
outside of a student's division, and the Arts program
between subjects would have to be broken. "We have
only 30. His comments touched off a lively discussion
students who can write essays, but who can't
about the need for requirements and structure versus
understand a film, or decode a media image." Bell
the Purchase tradition of academic "freedom."
railed the intriguing idea that Letters and Sciences
Humanities professor Julius Novick questioned
Itudents spend their first year working in the Arts.
Grebstein's assumptions, saying that "what we believe
BeU's discussion raised the first of many conflicts to
as a faculty is expressed by what we encourage, and
be brought to light throughout the day; scope and
permit, not only what we require. The major programs
broadness VS. the narrow discipline of a major. When
are the core of the educational experience. Novick
questioned on this by Nat Siegel, Vice President for
later elaborated on the split between compUlsion and
Academic Affairs, Bell said that his goals would
freedom by talking about the Senior Project, which is
pertain mainly to the first two years, that after that,
required of all stndents. "Many students, if not
\,
~lhe richness of a discipline is needed."
compelled to, would not do one," he said. "'But, we
Christine Grontkowski, Humanities chairperson,
would agree that the Senior Project pushes a student
explored another theme which was to become an
towards self-activation. CompUlsion seems to be a
ongoing dichotomy; training vs. education. To her,
prerequisite for liberty."
education must develop analytic abilities, abilities of
The loudest voice against requirements was that of
expression("We need to give students lots and lots of
Richard Stack, a literature teacher, who stated that
~
comments on their papers," she said), and philosophic "liberal arts should be liberating. What we see at
-s:
abilities.
present in society is passification; the students are a
c!
Jan Factor, first-year Natural Sciences teacher here,
result of a massive, stupifying passification. The
;.,
.Q
brought in an "outsider's view," to make some
student must be self-activated, and piling up
succinct, specific observations about Purchase. Factor requirements is wrong."
j
~
saw a problem here in "credit inflation." Many 3-hour
To this, Novick said, "We have to assume we know
lecture courses are assigned 4 credits. Four courses,
something students don't know, because that's what
(;hristine Grontlcowslci,
lither than five, becomes a full load here, and students
we're being paid for. I guess I believe there are some
Humanities Chairperson
are "in 4 years, cheated out of 8 courses," a fact which,
things which students ought to know - I find myself
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Viewpoint on the BudJ.et~

Where is Cuomo s Humanism?
Governor should be proposing such
cuts in the SUNY system, for it is the
Governor Cuomo, who in his State's colleges and universities where
campaign and inauguration stressed we develop our values and attitudes
human values and social concerns as toward human existence. Technical
among the most important concerns of · skills, though important, are
his administration seems to have taken meaningless unless guided by the
a giant step backwards from this human values we learn and explore in
committment in the area of education. philosophy, sociology, fine drama and
Perhaps we all should have taken other humanist areas. The conclusion
greater notice during the campaign last the Governor seems to have arrived at
semester when Cuomo, visiting however, is that the future of our
Purchase, let slip where he felt the underpriveledged and discriminated
future of education should against, lower classes should lie in the
lie ... technical programs. Realizing hands of computer operators and
where he was, he backed this comment biochemical engineers. Who shall then
up with a quick and hastily construed instill the leaders of tomorrow with
affirmation of his committment to the humanistic values, Mr. Cuomo? Shall
Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences. the answer to questions such as the
His message now seems clear, a shifting value of human life in issues such as the
in priorities for the State University death penalty be now calculated and
System.
decided by ca1culusexperts figuring out
Mario Cuomo, the great humanist the benefit/ cost _ratio's for the
and "friend" of the State University continued existence of confinement and
System seems to have lied to us. The
Luckily the budget
SUNY ~ystem is once again under
.'
.
•
attack 10 the budget process, and
Purchase in particular is faced with the unveIled last week IS not
catastrophic p?~sibility of losing up to final. Cuomo has a chance
34 faculty -posItions (that's more than
20% of what we have) by August 31st. to revise it, and the
.l
. d·
Faced with the largest state deficit in l
egIs ature to amen It.
history, Governor Cuomo has released
his preliminary budget which calls for Historically ' each of these
'
L__
d
drastic cutbacks in the system, and
especially Purchase, which it is felt, has two processes ,/1.0 restore
not lived up
to enrollment partialfunding but we can
expectations. President Grebstein must
I
'
take to Albany on February 9th the not rev on recedent.
actual names of 18 professors or re a I Itatlon 0 criminals versus
positions whom he has decided shpuld . quicker and less expensive execution
be the frrst to go. Plans must be made methods? I!t this how we should decide
for an additional 16 firings. Tenured our future policies?
H Mr. Cuomo honestly does consider
professors by the way, are not exempt
from consideration in this process New York State one big family unit, let
called retrenchment. Purchase also him not deprive us of that which
separates a human family from that of
stand~ to lose some 70 staff and non
teaching positions. In short, we're all others... qualities like the ability to
experiencing a serious attack, a very reason, to appreciate art, and to care for
serious attack on Purchase and the those not able to care for themselves.
State educational system.
Here at Purchase, the elimination of
Yet, Governor Cuomo continues to 19, let alone 34 faculty lines could mean
stress social needs and how we form one various things: The elimination of entire
big family in New York State, a family departments (as the continued
which must not lose its perspective on controversy of Urban Mfairs is an
the true values of human life such as example) or the elimination of Arts
care and sensitivity to the needs of the classes open to LAS students (and vice
poor, the u ne m p 10 yed, t he versa) as divisions attempt to maintain
handicapped, the ill housed and the the integrity of their own internal
elderly. It seems a bit odd then, that the programs by cutting first the classes and
By Neal Rosenstein

faculty serving students of other parts of
For now, until the Governor's budtd
t~e college: I~ co.uld also mean. the hits the legislative fan, drop a line to
_vutual eilmmatlOn of. tutonals, Cuomo, damn it! Hopefully, he's not..
decrease? chances for 10dependent rhetoric and every politician does listen
study, 10creased course loads for to feedback.
professors, increased class size and a
.
Purchase catalogue with up to 20%
Govern~r Cuo~o
fewer classes being offered.
Governor s MansIOn
Luckily, the budget unveiled last
Albany, New York
week is not final. Cuomo has a chance
There is room for improvement.,t'/U
to revise it, and the legislature to amend within the SUNY budget wbidl
it. Historioally each of these two continues to maintain technical ud
processes has restored partial funding, medical programs not pertinent to tile
but precedent is not something we can, State college or university systr.a
or should rely upon ... for there is no Cuomo has presented to himself 31 a
precedent for this harsh a SUNY humanist, let's try and hold him totlll
budget. Most assuredly this semester claim. The values of humanism abon
will see lobbying trips up to Albanyand all others are worth the effort. Withexd
letter campaigns.
.--them, what are we?

TheBudgetCuu------------CODtlaDed From Pale One

has submitted a strong plan, worked out
independently of the Budget
Committee's requests. The Committee
submitted its report late Thursday
afternoon. By noontime Friday,
President Grebstein said, "Most of the
final work is being done at this
moment," presumably by Pat Coughlin.
According to Coughlin, the 90.5
positions and names had been
determined by the administration on
Wednesday and Thursday. The cuts will
be analyzed at SUNY Central, and
President Grebstein says that "we'll
know the outcome by March Ist."
Layoffs for non-faculty positions will
take effect on March 3Ist, and for
faculty positions by August 31st.
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
Nat. Siegel . is already planing for the
details of the cuts' impact on next fall's
classes. He has postponed the planning
of courses "until we see what resources
we have." The cuts, said Grebstein
"would involve the breaking of
contracts," and though "we will try to
protect tenure, I can not promise you
that we will."
In its deliberations, the Faculty
Budget Committee looked primarily for
ways to save lines. "The biggest problem
under our control is to make sure that
students don't leave because they're
afraid the school is being cut to shreds,"
said Carl Resek, Committee co
chairman. He pointed out that the loss
of 18 positions would mean the loss of
100 courses during a college year. "The
faculty must insure that the curriculum
is as varied and complete as possible."
It seems unlikely, though, that there
was any real opportunity to take money

Join the Load!
Staff Meeting:
Tuesday, February 8th
10:30 p.m., Load Office
Rm. 0028, Campus Center South

Next Issue: February 23rd
Deadline: February 14th
(For letters, Theater X pieces or artwor~ opinion pieces,
back pages messages, calendar items, advertisements)
The Load accepts submissions for the above items; drop off
at our mailbox at the Info. Booth. Or call us (253-9097).

We're

recrulttng new staff members• .
Come to the
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from different areas of the schoollO
save lines. Of the plan to cut lDOIIJ
from the Center For the Arts, IIId
Summerfare, President Grebstein said,
"Most of the money there goes Ie
utilities, and those funds can't
transfered. Utilities are excluded fRIll
the issue." Also, time constraiDi
further complicate the search fer
alternatives. "Never has there
a reduction, without warning," said
President Grebstein, who pointed OIl
that while many other SUNY schooll
are used to budget cuts, aad
retrenchment, Purchase has never W
to face these problems.
Carlo Parrovani points out ...
irrationality of the process, saying CUI
"for a college that doesn't haft I
generally agreed upon academic
program and set of goals to COD\'CIIU
committee and make hard·core
decisions in 48 hours is ludicrous. 0aIJ
if we eliminated programs could •
have come up with specific numben.
So the Budget Committee
recommended no areas in the acacIerIC
program where cuts could
made.
Hank Savitch, committee member, aid
at a Faculty Executive Committee lilt
Wednesday, "The Budget Commitlll
must oppose what the administratiOi
wants to do, which is cut fuwa,
drastically."
Indications are, though, that III
Administration has been given Ut*
choice but to make some kind ofdl1lSlic
cuts in the academic program. Wla
asked if there was any flexibility it
Albany's request for specific positiOli
and names, Pat Coughlin said "There')
not an awful lot."
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Purchase students in Iceland-

The French Connection

By Victoria Grace Weisel
It was New Year's Day. The ten of us sat clustered to
arow of blue plastic seats in the departure lounge of
IFK. airport. As we waited for our flight to be
announced, our emotions fluctuated between
excitement and fear. We were about to begin a four
week interim exchange program in Nancy, France.
Despite our imaginative efforts, none of us accurately
fmuaw what the trek held in store for us. It would be
too complex to describe all of our various curiosities
and reactions, so I will instead share a few of my own.
The following excerpts are taken from my log of the
trip:
January 1st

We had dinner. It was relatively impressive. Shrimp
salad, salad-salad, chicken avec petites legumes et
deux petits-fours fors dessert. Les stewardesses nous
donnent beaucoup de vin and cognac ...
lilter.. . Jan. 1st
We landed in Reykjavik and it was snowing! The
headlights (?) of the plane intensified the effcct of the
whirling snow and I felt like we were landing inside the
film credits for "Star Wars." Claire thought she saw
penguins on the runway. She had a fever. so we're not
sure how clear Clare was. Bill suggested that perhaps
they were small arctic nuns. Good title for a
book ... "Nuns on the Runway."
lilter, still Jan. 1st ...
Leaving the plane was like "Casablanca" in reverse.
We bundled up and filed out of the plane and down a
stairway to the icy runway. A man in a parka waved a
flashlight to motion us towards the terminal. The
terminal was buried in snow drifts. Whipping winds
blinded us with gargantuan snow flakes.

Yes, it's Jan. 1st ...
This terminal reminds me of a Japanese ski
lodge ... The word for "restroom" here is "snyrting."
By the way, we are laid over because of a blizzard.
S/iIIlater ...

We might miss our train connections if we're stuck
here much longer. The Duty Free Store is is
phenomenal! Woolen stuff would be three times more
expensive in the U.S.A. So, Bobby Fischer really
played chess here ...

Later than before ...
It's been three hours. I've written nine postcards. Kay
and I split a "Malt Extracte" beer. Never again. It
tasted like mulched hay with sugar added. Ijust heard
that Penn State won.
You betcha, Jan. 1st ...
It has been three and a half hours ... Kay and I ordered
regular beer, most of which I spilled on Bill's pants. I
guess I'm tired. Two flights have landed and taken off
again. Why are we here? Iceland is supposed to be nice
in its warm seasons, according to all these polaroid
postcards. Then again, why do they air-brush little
people into the scenes? So much for optimism ...
Too late, same day ...
I fell asleep on the carpeting with the majority offlighl
614. I now have carpet-print-face. I can't believe
Bobby Fischer was ever in Reykjavik. There is no trace
of him in the souvenir shop, perhaps this rumor is
about Eddie Fischer ...
Later that night ...
We finally boarded the plane after five hours! Hoorah!
They're serving us breakfast,
Later over Luxembourg ...
We just flew over Luxembourg where we were
supposed to land. The airport is closed due to fog. Shit.
We're flying to Brussels to land. Once we make it to
Brussels we're to catch a bus for a three hour bus-ride
back to Luxembourg airport. No comment.
Later in Brussels Airport ...
I'm not sure, but I think it might be January 2nd. We
have missed all our train connections and it's one in the
morning. We're catching a bus to Luxembourg
airport. Our baggage feels heavier here than it did in
New York.
Jan. 2nd, Luxembourg Airport . ..
The Icelandair desk here is not at all friendly, but
neith~r are we. The airline has informed us that they
can not put us up for the night because we only missed
a train, not a plane. Grr ... ruckaschnucka its not even
foggy here. We're going to plod foward to the train
station.
Jan. 2nd, Luxembourg train station . ..
We're waiting for the train to Metz.1t has been delayed
two hours. We ventured across the street to a "Happy
Burger" and ate rather unhappy burgers but drank
elated beers. I am confused about the difference
between Belgian and French francs.
Jan. 2nd, somewhere in France on a train to Metz ...
The train came and we lugged our baggage aboard. Le
train francais ... just as I pictured it! We're all squeezed
into one compartment... we certainly do stick
together ... like peanuts in caramel ...

Jan 2nd, Metz train st(J{ic)ll .,
We have a 3 hour wait for the train to Nancy.
Normally, I would fret anxiously being this close to
our destination, but arriving beats the past eternity of
traveling delays. We've met some people from Nancy
who were on our flight! Bill spoke to them in quick
astute French while Kay and I cringed ... my sensory is
overloaded. I think I've seen this trip on a "Twilight
Zone" episode.
Our group finally arrived in Nancy, France after
thirty hours of non-stop traveling. Jacqueline Reimen,
head of the program in Nancy, glided into the station
shortly after we arrived. As she handed us our
individual information packets, I half expecied to hear
the drone of "This mission, should you choose to
accept it. .." However, we had been primed by our
Reykjavik experience; in retrospect, no future
missions seemed impossible.
Jan. 29th, one month and many experiences later 
Reykjavik, Iceland ...
Here we are at Keflavik Airport. We've less than 30
minutes here with no delays. We're going home. A
friend of mine wrote to me in Nancy and advised, "If
you really believe with all your heart that Bobby
Fischer was, indeed, in Reykjavik, your plane wil! not
be delayed." Last night we toasted Bobby and Eddie
Fischer seven times over two bottles of champagne. If I
can scrounge up the money, I'd like to go back to
Nancy next interim break. One month is not enough
time in France. Our flight has been announced ... New
York here we come.
The interim program in Nancy was stupendous,
thus the French Connection was well worth the initial
hauL Nonetheless, to those who wish to experience the
program in Nancy next January, I extend simple
advice: raise up your glasses to Bobby Fischer now!
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Cooking Corner-

Easy Sweet andSour Chicken
By David Schwartz
The Load now ventures into the field
of public service, with a new column
devoted to recipes and cooking hints,
which should help improve campus life.
The column is open: we want your
recipes and your cooking ideas. Submit
your recipes for the next issue by
Monday, February 14th.
To kick things off, we present The
Load's Sweet and Sour Chicken recipe,
which has the following advantages for
the beginning cook: it's very easy to

make (cooking in a wok involves
nothing more than cutting things up
and throwing them in); it looks like it's
hard to make, and will impress your
friends; it's a colorful dish; and it's
extremely filling, which means that
aside from some white rice, you won't
have to make anything else to go along
with it.
If you don't find it manly to cook in a.
wok, or don't have one, use a skillet.
WHA T YOU'LL NEED FOR THIS
RECIPE: Major Items: Chicken

The Last S u p p e r - - - - - - - - -.
Contluued From Pale :z
religious community at the meeting
were: Mangano, who had sent a letter to
Grebstein stating "Such blatant
defamation has no place in any form at
an institution of higher learning, let
alone one that is tax supported;" Sister
Driscoll, whose letter to the editor
stated "The values of respect for others'
beliefs and of sensitivity to the place of
religious traditions in society, appear to
be missing from your consciousness;"
Sister Mary Dympna Haber of St.
Joseph's Rectory in Bronxville, Ms.
Gillmore and the Reverend Thomas J.
McCaffrey, Secretaryofthe Post Roads
Area Conference.
As the meeting progressed, it shifted
focus, from a discussion of the cartoon,
and the decision to print it to a broader
discussion ,of what many of the clergy
peole felt was an ignorance and lack of
care for religious values among today's
youth. Liz Gross, President of the
Student Senate, suggested that this
ignorance was the real problem, and
that some sort of course or lecture series
about religion should be organized, a
suggestion that was warmly received by
all present at the meeting. The meeting
began with a statement of apology from
the current Load editor, which said, in
part, "Sometimes, a newspaper must
print material which will offend some
people. But if something is offensive,
and has little other value, then we lose
.no freedom by not printing it, and we
have, in fact, a responsibility not to
print it." The statement also announced
that The Load has been reviewing its

own editorial procedures, and is in the
process of looking for a faculty advisor
for the paper, and of reorganizing and
strengthening its editorial board.
Letters about the cartoon have been
'sent both to The Load and to President
Grebstein. Grebstein, while regretting
the apparent damage that the cartoon
has caused to the College (an article
about the cartoon appeared in the
January 6th issue of Catholic New
York) has suppqrted the editorial
independence of the newspaper. To
Sister Dympna Haber, he wrote, "The
Load is entirely an independent
publication, published, staffed and
financially supported by students. Its
contents are neither reviewed by the
faculty nor the administrative officers
of the College."
At the meeting, Grebstein
emphasized his belief that there was no
malice intended in the cartoon. Eileen
Arnow, the cartoonist, explained that
she drew the cartoon during a week
when she had been studyuing Da Vinci
drawings and paintings in art class, and
decided, as a joke, to combine the image
of Da Vinci's "Last Supper," with a note
she had written on a box of cookies she
made for her apartment-mates, which
said "Take, Eat, This is my body," and
which was accompanied by a doodle of
a nude woman.
The meeting was described as a
"good, educational experience" by
Purchase College Council member
Pauline Flippin who felt that the
meeting really was intended for the
students involved.
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tablespoon of honey. Once the sauceil
done, put it aside in a bowl covered wiIh
tin foil. Now it's time to cook thefoOl!
and make the rice.
3. Rinse the wok of any remaining
sauce. Put the wok on high heat, aodas
it begins to get hot, add a tablespoon or
peanut oil and 1/2 a teaspoon of saIL
After the oil is heated (if it begins 10
make noise, and bubble, it's more tbaa
hot enough) toss in the onions, pep~
and chicken. Preferably with a wood"
spoon, stir until the chicken meat tUl1lJ
white. At this point, apartment mala
will begin to ask, "Hmmm-smelis good
~hat are you making?" Add the tomato.
and cook for about a minute. Now, pour
on the sauce, and cook for .another
minute or so. Then pour in thc
pineapple chunks; you'll be dazzled at
the visual splendor of the dish. If you
are a cool cook, you'll turn off the heat.
put a cover on the wok, and let the dish
simmer for a few minutes
3a. Timing is important in preparing
whatever. Put them aside. Now, get out
a pair of chicken breasts. The easiest a meal; you don't want to finish the
type to use is boneless. You can save chicken dish, and still have to wait a baIf
money by buying breasts on the bone, if hour for the rice to cook. Which meana
you don't mind the job of cutting the that somewhere during the timethatthc
meat off the bone. Wash the breast$ sauce is being made, you'll want to heal
under cold water, cut off the whitish up water for the rice, which you'll star!
pieces of fat, and cut the meat into cooking before you begin to heat uptbe
small pieces, like the vegetables. _
chicken.
2. Take everything you've cut up, and
The whole dish can be made fn a half
put it aside. It's time to make the sauce. hour, and it is enough to serve two
Into a wok, pour: 1/3 cup of ketchup, hungry people. To further amaze your
1/3 cup of cider Vinegar (don't overdo friends, you may want to add egg drop
it, or the vinegar will over-power the soup, which, like the chicken dish, is
recipe), 1/2 a cup of pineapple juice (for extremely easy to make, and interestina
the recipe, you'll need a 14-oz. can of enough to be impressive. Take a can of
pineapple chunks. Open the can, and Campbell's Chicken Broth, and dumpit
drain the juice for use in the sauce), and into a pot. Add two cans of water, aad
1/2 a teaspoon of garlic powder. Put the heat until boiling. In the meantime, take
stove on medium high, and wait for the one egg, and beat it lightly in a. bowl
sauce to boil, stirring occasionally. Also, prepare a paste: a tablespoon of
While the heating process is underway, cornstarch, and two tablespoons of
mix together 2 tablespoons of water. And while you're at it, ClUt up
'Cornstarch and 1/3 cup of .told water. some scallions. When the water boilJ,
When the sauce boils, you'll pour in this turn off the heat, pour in the ega.
paste and stir. The cornstarch will stirring at the same time. This is whatil
thicken the sauce a bit. My cookbook known as "the dropping of the egg."
calls for 1/2 a cup of sugar, but unless Before serving, throw on the scallions.
you're a heroin addict, the ketchup and It's a simple recipe-add to it as you
pinea pple juice should provide enough please; for the Caroline Monod
sugar. You might want to stir in a variation, add some soy sauce.
breasts, green pepper, onion, tomato,
pineapple chunks. Minor Items: Peanut
oil, salt, ketchup, cider vinegar,
cornstarch, garlic powder. For the Egg
Drop Soup: Egg, scallions, chicken
broth and corn starch.
I. There are, baSically three steps to
this recipe: cooking the food, cooking
the sauce, and cooking the rice. The first
thing to do is chop up the food. For this,
you'll need some food. Take one large
onion, one large green pepper, and one
large tomato. Using your favorite
method, cut them up into pieces which
are about 1/2 an inch SQuare, cubed or
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ARTS Focus

By Sheila Bermel

Awesome Threnody Reinstalled

Commissioned by the Neuberger
Museum, and painted in 1972, in
dedication to the student of Purchase, related to each other, and form a and Yin-Yang." Gray's earlier works
Clcve Gray's Threnody has been continual movement around the room. involved this vertical form, but as an
reinstalled, and will be up until June
Gray's inspiration for Threnody earth goddess, and later took on aspects
12th. Specifically designed for the
(which is the Greek word for lament of of the male form as well. In Threnody
Museum's Theater Gallery, it is the
the dead) stems from the tragedies of the the forms become more interlocked
largest commissioned artwork for any
60's and early 70's. He envisioned a with the void, dark flows into light, line
museum in the world. Threnody
heroic space and heroic subject mater. into pattern, and soft shape into hard.
consists of 14 panels, each measuring
In this progression of death, a central . Gray states "this union of opposites
20' by 20', and completely fills the walls
figure in red is the climactic part of the evokes the 'primordial archetype.' a
of the gallery space.
painting, and is a symbol of life and situation of the unconscious."
Upon entering the room one is
Gray hopes that students find
hope. This bright red, illuminating
overcome by a feeling of awe due to the
Threnody an environment for
figure attracts all the other figures.
painting's vastness, and the gallery's
meditation. The darkness speaks to the
The vertical forms on the 14 panels soul, and induces thought. It is a
somber lighting. The panels are of
abstract vertical forms, in twisting and are symbols; "the inseperability of life spiritual experience as well as a physical
sweeping motions. The forms are from death, reconciliation of opposites, one.
By A. Dean Bell
"Optimism is the opium of the
people! A healthy atmosphere stinks of
stupidity! Long live Trotsky!" With
these few lines, written in jest to a girl he
had hoped to seduce, Ludvik begins the
joke which is to follow him the rest of
his life.
Ironically, Milan Kundera's novel
The Joke is a tragedy; a personal
tragedy and the tragedy of a country a
people, an age. The Communists are
seizing power in Czechoslovakia and
Ludvik's careless wit is seen as a threat
to the movement and The Party. As a
result, he is expelled from the
university, thrown out of The Party and
sent to a labor camp. Finally, Ludvik's
early life is again allowed to continue
yCI he bears the scar of resentment and
seeks revenge on those who condemned
him. To this end he seduces the wife of
the man who was chiefly responsible for
his imprisonment, in hopes of defiling
the one thing this man holds sacred.But
revenge is not to be had and the entire
episode turns into one more joke on
Ludvik. The vengeance so carefully
harboured by Ludvik gone, it leaves
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On each wall of the paintings there
are horizontal borders of color on the
top and the bottom. These bands of
color retain unity through the painting.
The borders also separate the painting
from the architecture.
Each panel is different, and is not
only part of a dance, a progression, but
also reveals a different surface quality as
you view it from different points
throughout the room. At one angle a
figure is reflective and luminous, and at
another, absolutely black.
Threnody evokes a communication
with the unconscious. At different
viewings, I found the work either
tranquil or fearful. These opposing
notions, and an experience of totality,
excite the imagination, and hold your
attention for very long periods of time.

however, The Joke provides us with a
real insight as to what life in a
Communist state is like.
entertaining and thought -provoking.
Fifteen years ago Milan Kundera
As demonstrated in his other works published The Joke and only now is
(LAughable Loves, Life is Elsewhere, there an English translation the author
The Farewell Party and The Book of will call "his novel." Originally printed
LAughter and Forgelling), Kundera's in Czechoslovakia during a brief period
power lies in his ability to take very real, of artistic freedom, The foke was an
personal situations and expose them for instant success and quickly sold out
what they are. One cannot deny the three editions. But freedom was not to
reality of the characters, emotions and live long. A year later, in 1968, the
situations, yet one cannot help but feel Russians invaded and occupied
they are somehow a parody. Ultimately, Czechoslovakia and shortly thereafter
the reader realizes they are both real and banned many books; The foke
absurd that life is in fact a combination included. Life began to be very difficult
of the two. The environment of a for Kundera and finally he was forced to
Communist state provides an excellent emigrate. To an author who can no
longer publish in his native land the
vehicle for this attitude in The foke.
Ludvik is surrounded by a huge, accuracy of translation becomes
omnipresent "State" which takes even additionally important. Previously two
the tiniest details of his life all too English editions of The foke had been
seriously, reducing them to the level of printed, but one took the liberty of
the absurd. But The foke is not so much restructuring it, the other simplified it to
an indictment against Communism, as the point of "mutilation." Finally,
it is a look at the human condition as a Micael Henry Heim has provided us
whole; Kundera's character's problems with a translation which faithfully
are timeless, we see them in ourselves captures Kundera's unique, and
and around us everyday. Along the way, wonderful, written style.

The Joke: Ironic Czech Novel
behind a revelation and permits him to
see his life for what it is; a long, drawn
out and tragic joke.
But with this he sees that the joke is
not only on him but on those around
him as well; those consumed by ever
changing petty concerns which they
cling to fanatically.
A wave ofdepression came over me, not
so much because the day hadbeenfutile
as because not even its futility would
remain; it would be fo rgolien with this
table and the fly buzzing around my
head and the yellow pollen scallerd over
the tablecloth by the flowering linden
and the sluggish service so characteristic
of the present state of the society [live
in; and the society itself would be
forgollen and all the errors and
injustices that obsessed me, consumed
me, that fd vainly allempted to fix,
right, rectify-vainly, because whatever
happened happened and could not be
re·versed.
The foke, Kundera's first novel, is an
excellent .book; well written,
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A Jazz Conversation-

Talking
With
Lee Konitz
and
David Eyges
By John Gray
Last seme.ster I set out to produce a
concert with cellist David Eyges
(pronounced E-jus) and alto
saxophonist Byard Lancaster, veterans
of the New Jazz scene. As time went by,
though, one event after another, lack of
funding, etc., led to my growing sense
that this particular concert was not
going to make it to the stage.
However, a sudden, unexpected call
at my Sunday night radio show on
WPUR changed all that. The grant
from Meet The Composer had come
through, (only later did I find the
undelivered message on the floor at
PUR) but since Lancaster had to be in
Philadelphia that Monday, Eyges
found a replacement - alto great Lee
Konitz.
Thus began a whirlwind week, and an .
intense effort to raise money and
publicize the show. Finally, the day of
the concert arrived only to find that
lights in front of all the buildings off.
Why? Who knows. Muttering some
strong oaths and feverishly hoping that
the guests wouldn't get lost and that the
lights would go back on, we waited. The
instruments were set up, and people
began to file in. Unfortunately, only
about 40 people showed up. Why? I
wish I had an answer, and a solution.
The concert started, and despite a
shaky, tentative first set, the duo
managed to pull together for some
much stronger music in the second,
which we followed with some even

along the line. It Just doesn't come from
no place. " Do you still believe that?
Oh yes. I'm sure of it. It just doesn't
come from nowhere.
The reason I ask this is because quite a
lew ofthe players andproponents ofthe
new Jazz often, usuaRy heatedly, like to
point out that this is a radical black
music, speaking to a black sensibility
which is reacting out of a particular
experience of oppression caused by
thier skin color. I'm curious as to why It
would have had to be true that these
predominantly black, radical
expressionists would have listened to
sOlMone Hu Tristano, a white player of
the so-caRed "cool school," sOlMone
whose music, at least on the surface,
appears to be the absolute antithesis of
the free Jazz movement.
It's certainly possible that they didn't
but Ornette (Coleman, one of the
central figures in the new Jazz) has
indicated to me that he heard that
(Trista no's) music. In fact, I think that
he was influenced by that music more
than I was by his music but that's all
kind of interchangeable if it's happening
right. You hear something and it affects
you and becomes part of your aesthetic.
That's the way I like to think of it.
Did Tristano's music injI~nce the use
of space and silence In your playing?
My influence from Tristano and that
music is that it was a very notey,
abundant music. There was frequently
very little rest-contrast. In trying to
learn his technique I felt frequently off

There I think I started to try and bridge the gap somewhat between
the two extremes ofmy musical experience - the extremely strictform
and strcuture of classical music and the almost totally free
format of Hampel's music.
stronger talK. Rather than try and
describe it, I'll let the men and their
words speak for themselves.
This is the first installment in a two-.
part interview.
Lee, you've worked with guitarists a lot:
Billy Bauer, Jimmy Raney, Jim Hall, to
ntune a few. Do you look at the ceRo as
simply an extension of that, or does It
represent a new challenge?
Well, there's the sound, of course, I
think it does resemble the guitar in a
way. But really it's just another
instrument that I'm interested in
relating to. I haven't had much chance
to play with a cello in any straight
ahead jazz music so this is one
opportunity, in a freer situation, to do
this.
This interest in playing "freer
situations" goes aU the way back to the
late 1940's, and your expemnces with
the late Lennie Tristano. In fact, I
remember reading In Ira G,itler's"Jazz
Masters of the Forties" something you
had said concerning the tune,
"Intuition," (one of the earliest
experilMnts In free improvisation) and
its relationship to the free Jazz
movement of the 1960s. You said' "No
one In aR this talk (about the New Jazz)
hardly ever IMntlons that (record). And
you know damn weU that these cats
have heard that record somewhere
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balance because it ' was a very
demanding kind of technical expertise
which was prerequisite to playing that
music. What I begin to realize more and
more about my own playing was that it
needed a severe realization of the
contrast. I started to simplify radically
in order to make sure that I wasn't
playing too much. For instance,
tonight, frequently I felt too much like I
was playing in terms of relating to
David and even if I had played well for
myself, I never feel satisfied if it's not
related to what's happening. In the
second set I overshot a little bit and
started to get a little removed from
David. I felt like I had lost contact a
little bit. When that happens,
sometimes I don't know how to recover.
So that's just an essential ingredient in
the music, silence, however you might .,
use it. Miles (Davis) tended to use it in a
very extreme way and kind of set an
example for that in his early years and
certainly (classical composer) Anton
Webern was another extreme example
of that.
Audience: David, because of your
classical background do you find
problems expressing yourself in freer
forms?
I think that what happened was this,
after studying classical music for a long
time I became essentially an interpreter

r-,

of other peoples compositions, would that be?
Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart, whoever,
Well, each composition has a
with all the rigidty that at this point is different form basically and what
built into their compositions. All of happens is (he holds up a piece) forthiJ
those composers had been played so one we play the theme and then we start
often that a certain kind of almost off playing variations of the first couple
codified style seemed to become a of bars, or the first bar, really. That
requirement for playing them. This would be the form of that piece.
didn't, and still doesn't, leave much Another piece might have some
particular rhythmic or melodic
room for improvement or experiment
ation and has led, in a sense, to the material, so that in a sense it would stiU
present situation where dozens of young be theme and variation, even though. it
pianists are being turned out who can was different materials.
play every note perfectly but not very A udlence: Do you sit down and discllll
many have any real emotional contact what your approach will be to any ti"'"
to what they are playing. This isjust my 11Ulterilll?
personal opinion, even though many
Yes, we do. We make an agreement
others I've talked to seem to feel the on how we're going to do it, although we
same way.
don't always stick to the agreement so
To get back to my playing, though, we can incorporate changes and
after I graduated from Manhattan surprises or good ideas into the piece.
School of Music in 1972, I joined an (Lee:) This can also be a problem. 'I'he
avant-garde jazz ensemble, led by the reason I cracked up earlier on was that I
German vibraphonist/ reed player was keeping my eye peeled to see what
Gunther Hampel. The group was the the signals were, what tune was nxt, etc.,
total opposite of my classical training. and I see David's lips going up and
There was little in the way of thematic down, but I couldn't figure out what he
material, form or structure to grasp on was saying and somehow it seemed
to so what happened was that I started completely ludicrous all of a sudden. It
studying Bebop and older styles of jazz pressed the nut button. When we got off
which had more form and structure. A I said what were you saying and he sa:id
few years later I started composing for "What's up?" cause he forgot what was
the cello because there really wasn't next (laughter).
anything written for it in the jazz idiom.
Audience: Charles Mingus (the late
There I think I started to try and bridge
bassist/ composer) had a lot of speclfk
the gap somewhat between the two
extremes of my musical experience - the i11Ulges for his pieces, and I w",
extremely strict form and structure of wondering if you did also, David?
Yes, I do. Actually I write the title
classical music and the almost totally
first quite often and well, for example, I
free format of Hampel's music. Also, I
wrote something called, "The Day We
didn't consider my music to be "free" in
the sense of lack of structure or form. Walked By The Pond and Heard DeUs
In The Distance" and that's about an
Even if I don't use chord changes
event where I as doing just that. So
sometimes there are still definite
melodic and rhythmic parameters to the some of the music is programmatic ina
sense that it's supposed to convey a
improvisations I use.
_ particular mood, time, and place. Some
A udience: David, you say that there's a of my music is like that and some of it is
deflnite for"'. to your pieces, what more abstract.
---~--------------------------------,

American Composers Orchestra

Performing a concert from its regular season for the first time outside of NYC,
the American Composers Orchestra will appear at the Center For the Arts on
Sunday, February 13th at 8:00 p.m.
The only orchestra devot~ solely to American compositions, the group fiUs a
desperate need in the music world. William Schumann, one of America's foremost
composers, remarked that after studying "all the program .announcements for the
1979-80 season," he "tabulated the total number of composers and found that those
of American birth constituted a resounding 6%...These statistics are a stronger
condemnation than an avalanche of angry adjectives."
For more information on the concert, see the Calendar section on pp. 14-15.
Student rush tickets will be available fifteen minutes before curtain for just one
dollar. The concert will feature renowned pianist Garrick Ohlsson, who will
perform the piano solo for Stefan Wolpe's Passacaglia. and Beverly Morgan,
soprano, perfoming in Francis Thorne's TAl T.uce Eterna.

By Paul Sedita
Researching Fluxus proved to be
frustrating and often infuriating. Art
periodical reference material dating
back to when Fluxus was peaking
(1961-64) contained little on the sUbject.
The library card catalogue was just
about useless. There just wasn't much
written on Fluxus-at least until recently.
Possibly due to the increased popularity
of intermedia and performance art, the
subsequent fame of some of its central
figures, rpost notably Nam June Paik,
Joseph Beuys and Yoko Ono, and the
passage of the required twenty years or
so it takes the American Public to get
used to subversive art forms, there has
been a renewed interest in Fluxus.
In response to the Dartmouth
Museum's' Fluxus collection, former
director Jan van der Marck wrote,
"neither a school or a movement, it
(Fluxus) was a loose association of like
minded spirits, formed for the purpose
of performing and publicizing works
that bore an iconoclastic relationship
primarily to music and secondarily to
literature, theater, dance and the visual
arts." Like its predecessor Dada, Fluxus
was subversive an.d difficult to
categorize .Both movements (excuse
me, I mean moments) grew out of times
of social unrest, Dada in Europe after
WWI, and Fluxus during the beginning
of the escalation of the war in Vietnam.
Itotb Dada and Fluxus ignored

conve.ntional aesthetics and technique,
relYing more on the conceptual, humor,
chance and sheer audacity as means of
expression.
The Neuberger exhibition Fluxus,
etc. is a mixed blessing. Simultaneously,
I feel relief at the recognition of Fluxus's
importance to the contemporary art
scene, and discomfort with Fluxus in a
museum situation. Fluxus (again like
Dada) was not geared for the museum
and seemed to actively resist it. It is
difficult to preserve, exhibit, buy or sell
an event-difficult, but not impossible.
When a phenomenon is to be given
"serious" recognition resulting in or
possibly as a result of its commercial
potential, nothing is impossible.
After five minutes of strolling around
the exhibition to get a feel for it, I was
overwhelmed by the wealth of visual
material on display. This struck me as
very odd; Fluxus is usually thought of
as being performance oriented. Of
course, the walls were covered with
posters and advertisements for
performances, in spaces ranging from
the Cafe au Go Go on Bleeker Street to
Carnegie Hall. Also included were
photographs of shows and events and
musical instfuments used by the artists.
I anticipated the photos, posters and
mementoes, along with the Flux films
scheduled for later on in the week. This
is how you preserve art that resists
preservation. I have to admit that the
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exhi bi tion's organizers and the
Neuberger staff have done a fine job in
capturing much of the mood of these
events. The material is quite
entertaining and often bizarre and their
close proximity helps give one the
feeling of the chaoticness of Fluxus.
What I didn't anticipate were the
literally hundreds of objects not
connected with a performance or
happening. The Neuberger display
cases were crammed with books,
records, newspapers, sculptures and a
seemingly endless supply of curious
little boxes. These little boxes reveal

quite a bit about the Fluxists'
intentions. Whereas some movements
attempt (and often fail) to be anti
market, Fluxus was antiformalistic aqd
nonacademic, espousing a different
kind of commercialism. Kenneth
Friedman, the youngest of the Fluxus
group and now an "art economist"
claimed the fluxists wanted to "sell
twenty thousand little boxes at two
dollars instead of two boxes for forty
thousand dollars." Art for the masses.
They didn't sell anywhere near twenty
thousand boxes and lost thousands of
dollars trying. Even so; the Neuberger
must have the most impressive
collection of little boxes anywhere.
Most prominent and numerous in the'
collection are George Brecht's Flux
Games. Brecht started the little box
craze and probably was inspired by
Dadaist and boxmaker Joseph Cornell.
Included in the exhibition are Brecht's
Swim Puzzle ("Arrange the beads in
such a way so the word CUAL never
occurs" -the .box contains this message
and a single sea shell) and the Inclined
Plane Puzzle ("Place ball on inclined
surface. Observe ball rolling uphill").
Also included are Ay-o's Finger Box
("Put finger in"), Nam June Paa's Zen
For Film (containing a clear celluloid
strip) and Ken Friedman's Open and
Shut Case (containing the instructions
"Shut Quick.")
Although ' fluxus is generally
associated with the middle sixties, there
were several current pieces. When asked
about this, Ken Friedman replied,
"Whether or not Fluxus continues
depends on which artist you talk to and
they change their minds every other
week." The most complicated and
certainly the loudest of the
contemporary pieces is Joe Jones'
Tone Deaf Music Co., a motorized "no
man" band. At different intervals,
drums, a xylophone, cymbals, and
other percussive instruments
mechanically played noisily, adding to
the festiveness of the opening.
The most revealing segment of the
exhibition is a video interview with
Fluxus founder, George Maciunas,
taped shortly before his death in 1978.
Maciunas discussed the history of
Fluxus, the little plastic boxes, and his
philosophies on "concretism."
Concretism, he explained, "is the
opposite of abstraction." This should
not be confused with realism, which he
considered "illusionistic." He
expounded on how concretism applied
to all the arts, performing and visual.
Continued' on pale 16
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STUDENT SENATE FILM SERIES
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. BAD NEWS BEARS ( '76 )- The ariginol_«Bears. film with Wolter Matthau and
Tatum O'Neal. Sandlot fun in a touching and well-mode film.

THE BANK DICK ( '40 )- W .e. Fields in perhaps his best film.
THE BIRDS ( '63 )- One of Hitchcock's most popular films with Rod Taylor
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MARY POPPINS ('64 )- Disney's classic starring Julie Andrews and Dick Von Dyke.

S.O.B. ('80)- Bloke Edward's comedy about Hollywood and the Ffilm lindustry. Stars

Young or old, Ihis film has much 10 offer. First and only season available for
college rental. Most cer)oinly a film event.
.

Julie Andrews, Lorry Hagman Lorello Swit, Shelley Wint.e rs and William Holden.
« ... powerfully vicious and powerfully funny. »

MILLION DOLLAR LEGS ('32 )- This film from the doys of the «Screwball Comedy»

STERILE CUCKOO ('69 )- A real performon~e by Liza as a young girl searc~i~g for

of the 30's. is on insanely funny w.e. Fields vehicle about the efforts of the notion
of Klopstokio to win the Olympics.

MONTENEGRO A sensual erotic force from director par excellence Duson

love. Liza Minnelli and Wendell Burton star.

SUMMER OF '42 ( '70 )- Jennifer O'Neill is a beautiful older woman who provides
Gory Grimes with his first « experience. »

Makavejev. <<..provides just the right blend of block humor and social comment.•

'Tippi Hendron and a cost of thousands.

BODY HEAT .( '81 )- This modem film nair presents a world of sexual obsession and
.
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deser-i.d Oscar for Bogart's role as al)aicoholk skipper travelling down-river
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THE AFRICAN QUEEN ( '51 )- Humphrey Bogart, Katherine Hepburn; A well
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crimes of passion. With William Hurt and Kathleen Turner.

CAT PEOPLE ('81 )- Writer iurned director Paul Schroder's absorbing film 'of
suspense and horror. Nastassia Kinski and Malcolm McDowell star as the
feline wonders.

A CLOCKWORK ORANGE ( '71 )- Stanley Kubrick's opus presents a future of
. vitro-violence, Beethoven and the old in-out. «... true genius of the cinema.•

DAY IN THE 'COUNTRY Directed by Jean Renoir. This 45 minute film is a
. masterful·display of Renoir's ability to blend the lyrical and dramatic with the
·comical. In its tone and its use of nature, this film can be seen as Renoir's
. iribute to his fother.

NASHVILLE ('75 )- Robert Altman's Bicentennial epic is a wildly ambitious comedy

SULLIVAN'S TRAVELS ('41 )-"A moving story about a film director who goes off in

which follows 24 characters through the political and show business world of
Nashville. Among the performers are Shelley Duvall, Henry Gibson, Lily Tomlin,
Elliot Gould and Keith Carr.adine. Carradine's « I'm Easy » won on Oscar.

TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE ('76)- Tabe Hooper's crazed tale of a ;"oniac

NOTORIOUS ( ' 46 )- This film, known as

drama of internationol intrigue, mis also
Hitchcock's most romanlis film . Ingrid Bergman is at her most beautiful os a
fallen woman trying to redeem herself and earn the love of Cory Gront. Claude
Rains is unforgetiable as the villian with a mother complex who is trying to kill
Ingrid Berg·mon .
.
0

OBSCURE OBJECT OF DESIRE ('79)- This is Luis Bunuel's most recent and interesting

search of t"'th_ Joel McCrea and Veronica Lake star.
with a pig skin mask and a choin sow. Recently ocxcepllid to the MOMA film
collection Bring the kids - It's ort.

TO CATCH A THIEF ( '55 )- Alfred Hitchcock bursts into Techllicolor on the French
RiViere. Breathtaking s~enery,.beautiful Groce Kelly and Cory Grant surrounded
by a world only the 'master of suspense could creote.

TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD ( '62 )- Harper Lee's novel mode into a memorable filln
starring Gregory Peck os '0 Southern Lower trying to protect his children
from hatred and predjudi.ce.
.

Hitchcock. Directed by Brion DePalma; Micheal Caine and Angie Dickinson star.

film . This darkly comic remake of Von Sternberg's THE DEVIL IS A WOMAN
featuresFernando Rey as a man obsessed. The woman who is the object of his
d~sire isplayed by two different actresses.

TO SIR WITH LOVE ('67) - Portier as a teqcher in a workingclass English high school.

E,,"ST OF EDEN ( '55 )- Elia Kazan directs the legendary James Dean in a film based

THE ODD COUPLE ('68 )-Jack Lemmon and Wolter Matthau star in this hilarious

TOUCH OF EVIL ( '58 )- 'Dir.e cted by and starring One of America's greotest film

DRESSED TO KILL ( 79 )- A brutally powerful and sexual film in the tradition of

on John Steinbeck's novel. Perhaps DeCln's greatest performance.

comedy. Even beller than Ihe TV. show.

EFFI BRIEST is one of the most beautiful, clossical films by the late German director
Rainer Werner Fassbinder. The 19th century novel EFFI BRIEST as it iells the
story of on illicit love ollair in on oppressive society. With a beautiful
performance by Hanna Schygullo (THE MARRAIGE OF EVA BRAUN) as Elli.

EYES OF LAURA MARS ( 78 )- An intriguing and original murder mystery storing
Faye Dunaway and Tommy Lee Jones.

FOUR HUNDRED BLOWS ('59)- This is the landmark film by the French NewWove
director Francois Trullaut which introduced him and his young star Jean- Pierre
leaud, ( who ploys the twelve-year old Antoine Doinel ), to the internatioal
film scene. This bittersweet look at childhood and rebellion is both grittily
realistic and lyrical in best Trullaut fashion .

IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT ( '34)- Fronk Copra's classic comedy with Clark Goble

OUR HOSPITALITY is a rarely seen film, called by Rene Clair

One of the most
beautiful American movies ever mode. II stars the great, stoic deadpan Buster
Keoton as a young lad travelling West to claim his family inheritance.

THE PINK PANTHER STRIKES AGAIN ('77)- Peter Sellers lives again as inspector

UNFAITHFULLY YOURS ('48); This underrated comedy clossic by Preston Sturges

Clouseau in Bloke Edward's hilarious slapstick .

POPEYE ( '80 )- Robert Altman brings the lovable man of spinach to the screen in on
originaland willy film . Starring Robin Williams ond Shelley Duvall as the
spaghetti-limbed Olive Oyl.

LORD OFTHE FLIES Barbarism among young school boys stranded on a desert island.

THE PROFESSIONALS ( '66 )- Burt Lancaster and Lee Morvin star in this interesting
and well-mode Western . Four soldiers of forlune set oul 10 rescue a girl held

LOWER DEPTHS ( '57 ). This film is on adaptation of Gorky's classic Russian ploy
obou' a group of poverty stricken people living together in the some hovel. It is
directedby Akira Kurosawa . Known for such films as THE SEVEN SAMURAI and
KAGEM USHA, Kurosawa is one of Japan's greotest ·directors. THE LOWER
DEPTHS 1\ OM of leverol films adopted from Western literature . (He has also
'l~apwJD'lI ''levlkY'1 THE IDIOT, and Shakespeare's MACBETH . )

TWO OR THREE THINGS I KNOW ABOUT HER is a brilliant mixur~ of essay and

is magnificently cheeky and self-assured. Robert Mitchum, Jane Greerand Kirk
Doug las star.

THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE ( ' 81 )- Jock Nicholson 'ond Jessica Longe
slar in this remake of James Cain;s novel. Atwisled slory of lust and murder.

A frightening look at man's primal urges. .

makers; Orson Welles. A masterpiece of cinema . A rich plot full of suspense.
Charlton Heston, Janet Le.igh ?nd .Marlene Dietrich.
fiction by French New 'Nave diiec·tor1ean-Luc Godard. Through the story of a
Paris housewife who tokes to i::asual"prostitution to support"he( family, the f,ilm
explores a number of things; from consumerism to politics to architecture. The
time frame is a good pori 01 Paris just before the eruptions o.f May 1968.

OUT OF THE PAST ('47 )-A bea utiful Film Nair which should not be missed. Mitchum

A runaway

and Claudelle Colbert. This movie won six Academy Awards.
.romance betweena tough-guy ond a society girl.

Good British '60's nostalg ia and a tear-jrking farewell to school days.

captive in the Mexican desert.

RULES OFTHE GAME.is a portrait of the crumbling bourgeoisie in pre-war France. It
is considered by many 10 be one of Ihe masterpieces of all cinema.

0'

an orchestra conductor, is currently being remade in
which stars Rex Harrison
Hollywood_Combining hilorious, sophisticated dialogue with Peter-Sellers-like
slapstick, the film has every type of comedy imaginable. The story cehters around
Harrison's fantasies .about odultery, which come to him while conducting.

UP IN SMOKE Cheech and Chong puff theirway through their first and funniest film .
VARIETY LIGHTS ('50)- This film is about a travelling circus troupe« a world Fellini
has returned to many tim" , throughout his career. »

WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM Based on the twisted legend of Hunter S. Thompson,
olios Uncle Duke Bill Murray and Peter Boyle travel through the world of
« gonzo» journalism. • Irreverent lunacy...•

. THE WHITE SHIEK ('50 )- This a toke-off on the R~dolph Valentino !egend.

ED SULLIVAN SAYS: "THE BIG SHOW IS REALLY THE BIG SHOW!
., '

..

Photos by Paul Sedita

Sports

Theater

All events are in the gym. Admission is free; the
public is invited to all games.

Tuesday 15 - Sunday 20
8:00 p.m. each night, with 3:00 p.m. Saturday
matinee

Thursday 10, 6:00 p.m.

MOONCHILDREN

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Sarah Lawrence

The Junior Company performs Michael Weller's
seminal play of the 1960's, in the Dance Theater Lab
in the Dance Building.

Friday 11, 6:00 p.m.
MEN'S and WOMEN'S FENCING: vs. Pratt
Saturday 12,5:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. York

M'u sic

Tuesday 15, 6:30 p.m.

WOMEN'S FENCING: vs. Barnard
Thursday 17, 8:00 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Dominican

All events are in the Recital Hall of the Music HUlIO'/IU
8:00 p.m., and are free admission to the Public.

Friday 18, 8:00 p.m.

Friday 11

MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Maritime

NELL COMPO: Senior oboe recital

Saturday 19, 8:00 p.m.

Friday 18

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Hamilton

MARK BERNAT: Guest artist, double bass

Monday 21,6:00 p.m.

Tuesday 22

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Dominican

PETER BACCHUS: Guest artist, flute

Center

For

the

"'.

Arts
Students: Rush tickets are available for all Center
For the Arts events, fifteen minutes before curtain.
Saturday 12, 8:00 p.m.

BEAUX ARTS TRIO

Lectures

Called "the leading piano trio in the world today"
by the N.Y. Times, thetriq will be here to perform
chamber music by Beethoven, Ravel, and Brahms.
They are appearing here prior to performances at
Lincoln Center and the Kennedy Center in
Washington.

Neu,.b erger

Sunday 13, 8:00 p .m.
THE AMERICA~ COMPOSER'S ORCHESTRA with
guest solist GARRICK OHLSSON
Wednesday 9, 12 :30 and 8:00 p .m.
Thursday 10, 12:30 and 6:00 p.m .

Transcendental Meditation Lectures
"Knowledge is for action, action for achievement,
achievement for fulfilment. Thus, knowledge is
directly concerned with fulfilment. For complete
fulfilment, complete knowledge is necessary.
Complete knowledge means complete knowledge
of the object as well as the subject..." There will be
free introductory lectures on Transcendental
Meditation by qualified teachers of TM, taught by
His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, in Fireside
Lounge. All are invited.
.
Thursday 10, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.

Visiting Artists Series: JANET FISH
Painter. Lectures are open to all, and are held in the
VA building Perception Lab, Room 1019.
Thursday 17,11:30 a.m. - 12:30 a.m.

Visiting Artist Series: TERENCE LA NOUE
Painter. See above for details.

This superb ensemble is dedicated to presenting
American symphonic music and regularly features
celebrated conductors and soloists. The renowned
pianist Garrick Oh Isson will be the soloist for Stefan
wolpe's "Passacaglia, Piano Solo Version."
Saturday 19,8:00 p.m.

DAN WAGONER AND DANCERS
Wagoner, who has danced with Graham,
Cunningham, and Paul Taylor, has led his own
company since 1969. In that time, he has evolved a
highly individual choreographic style which
combines elements of the "earthly and the
abstract. " His program will include the first part of
the three-part dance, Otjibura Ango, about the
destruction of an ' Indian tribe; followed by Stop
Stars, and Spiked Smata, Wagoner's nostalgic piece
set to radio themes from the 30's.

Through March 27th. The Museum is
Tuesday - Friday, 10-4, and Saturday and 5

5.
FLUXUS ETC.: The Gilbert and Lila
Collection
The first comprehensive exhibition in the
States of Fluxus, a radical, interna
movement which developed in the 1960's.
encompasses satire and humor in order to
fun at materialism, religion, "fine art," and
See article in this issue.
Through March 27th

THE AMERICANIZATION OF THE WINDd
CHAIR
Curated as a Senior Project by Priscilla Lowry.
exhibition explores the stylistic development
the Windsor Chair in relation to the growth
industrial America. Included are examples
arrow-back, bow-back, and comb-back styles
well as paintings and prints illustrating
Windsor's prominence in 18th and 19th
America.

Th,ursday 17, 8:00 p .m .
Beginning of CREATIVITY Lecture Series

Through June 12

Professor Michael O'Loughlin begins a weekly
series, held in the Buffer's Administration Building,
called The Purchase Focus: Conversations in the
Liberal Arts. See story elsewhere in this issue.
O'Loughlin will speak on "In the Beginning .. .And
in the End: Divine and Poetic Creativity -- The
Exampl e of Milton."

The reinstallation of a series of 14 man
canvases commissioned specifically for
Neuberger Museum's Theater Gallery.
canvases create a meditative envi
centering on the balance between life and
and the reconciliation of opposites, Yin a
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Announcements
february 12th is the day for the Valentine's Day
party, which begins at 9:30 p.m . in Campus Center
South.

Now is the time to begin the process to apply for
financial aid for the 1983-84 academic year.
Application materials and instructions are available
ina display rack at the Financial Aid Office. If you
with to apply for the Pell Grant, or NDSL, CWSP,
SEOG, EOP, and other campus-administered
programs, you should obtain and submit both the
Purchase College Financial Aid Application and
rilefinancial Aid form by February 15th.
Thursday 17,8:00 p.m.

JAZZ FILM PROGRAM
The Jaz z program, listed as To Be Announced in the
film Series calendar, has been programmed. At

8:00 p.m., Bruce Ricker's jazz documentary THE
LAST OF THE BLUE DEVILS will be shown . It is a
lovin g tribute to Kansas City jazz. Nostalgically, the
film records a reunion in 1981 between Count
Basie, Joe Turner, and Jay McShann. They are all
musicians with roots in the Kansas City of the
1930's, which produced the great band The Blue
Devils, and later produced Charlie Parker. In
addition to seeing the world-famous Basie,and the
great blues shouter Joe Turner, the film gives us a
look at the lesser known piano great Jay McShann.
At 10:00 p.m., IMAGINE THE SOUND will be
shown. Shown in New York for the first time last
summer at the Greenwich Village Jazz Festival this
Canadian film features interviews and live
performance footage of New Jazz stars Cecil
Taylor, Archie Shepp, Paul Bley and Bill Dixon
providing important insights into the tempestuous
avant-garde scene of the 60's. An excellent
companion to the more traditional music featured
in Last of the Blue Devils.
Monday 21 is Washington's Birthday. Classes are
offices will be closed.

on, but some

City Line

Sunday nand 20, 9:00 p.m-1 :00 a.m.

WPUR-AMERICAN CREATIVE MUSIC

Do you love jazz? Tune in every Sunday night to
WPUR 590 AM for the best in America's classical
music from Charlie Parker to the Art Ensemble of
Chicago. Host - John Gray.

All are welcome

to view an exhibition of painting
by Sue Geringer at the Port Chester Library Gallery.
The opening reception is on Monday, February
14th, from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Music will be
provided by the Purchase Percussion ensemble.

Submit calendar announcements for the
next issue by Monday, February 14th.
leave announcements at the Load
mailbox at the Info. Booth at Campus
Center North.

I·

Dance in Manhattan

Jazz is not the only art form celebrating Black
History Month this February. Dancemobile's
winter series is featuring black dance companies
A guide to events in New York City
throughout the month at New York's Symphony
Space_ (95th and B'Way). included in the series will
be La Racq.ue Bay Dancers and Drummers and
Izulu Dance Theater, both on Wednesday 9. The
next four nights, will showcase Shirley Rushing's
Danz, Inc_, and the Newark Dance Theater (10th),
Fred Benjamin Dance Company (11th); Rod
Considering that February is Black History month it Rodgers Dance Company as well as Nanette
seems only fitting that some of the clubs should Bearden's Contemporary Dance Theater (12th),
honor the occasion by playing tribute to some of and finally on Sunday the 23rd, Songdance and
the music's lesser known lights. One such place will Philadanco. All shows are at 7:30. Student
be the recently re-opened Small's Paradise up in. discounts are available. For more info, call 212-864
Harlem at 135th Street and 7th Avenue. This month 5400.
they will be featuring Women in Jazz on Feb. 11
and 12 with vocalist Karen McPherson. Her stellar Appearing at City Center (131 W. 55th St.) through
rhythm section will consist of Steve McCall on the 27th will be Arthur Mitchell's eclectic Dance
drums and Wilbur Morris on bass. Joining them as Theater of Harlem in a season of rather amazing
guest soloist will be new trumpet star Wynton diversity. Along with the standard Balanchine
Marsalis's brother, Branford, on tenor. Also works Concerto Barocco and Four Temperaments
appearing on February 18 and 19 will be the fine will be a company premiere of Balanchine's
quintet of pianist Esther Blue.
Wingborne set to music by Tchaikovsky. American
folk pieces like DeMille's Fall River Legend and the
A little further downtown, Paul Motian, free DTH version of Frankie and Johnny will be seen on
drummer par excellence, will be appearing at the the same programs as Balanchnie and Simon's
Jazz Forum (648 B'way, corner Bleecker), on Square Dance and John Butler's Othello, a New
February 10 with his energetic quintet. Also, every York premiere. Last, but surely not least, are a rare
Wednesday night, Charles Persip and his production of Bronislava Nijinka's Les Biches and
Superband, take over at 10 and 12 for two sets of the Geoffrey Holder's spectacular voodoo ritual dance
freshest big band music this listener has heard in Banda. Last season, this performance continued
quite some time. Call 212-477-2655 for more info. even after the dance finished as the seemingly
possessed DTH percussion ensemble beat out their
A little further West in the Village you can find, hypnotic rhythms. Hopefully it will happen again .
every Sunday and Monday, a very special array of Definitely a must see. For more info, call 212-246
New Jazz as played by the masters. Sweet Basil's (88 8989.
7th Ave. South, near Bleecker) will be presenting
AACM founder Muhal Richard Abrams Quartet, At Dance Theater Workshop, (219 W. 19th St.) post
with Andrew Cyrille (who'll be appearing at modernist Blondell Cummings will be appearing
Purchase on the 28th) on drums, Rick Rozie on on two Tuesdays, the 15th and 22nd, at 8:00 p.m.
bass, and a fantastic reed player, John Purcell. That
will be on the 13th and 14th and will be followed
New York City Ballet, in its fifth decade under the
the next Sunday and Monday (20th and 21st) by leadership of Lincoln Kirsten and George
pianist/vocalist Anna Claudine Myers Trio w/ Don Balanchine, will be performing through the 20th at
Pate on bass, and Thurman Barker on Drums. the New York State Theater. Among the many
Myers is also an AACM veteran whose music works will be Union Jack, A Midsummer Night'~
ranges from down home blues to wild abstractions. Dream, Tzigane, and a new ballet.
-john Gray
-John Gr,n

Jazz in Manhattan
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Fluxus Exhibit------
Continued from pate Il
these events will be held in the
The closest thing to concretism in the Humanities Theater (Theater H) that
visual arts is the ready made, which is morning from 10:30-11:00. Reserv
not a representation of an object, but ations can be made in advance.
the object itself. He also spoke of how
Soon before I left his company,
the ready-made, as it applies to Professor Sandler remarked, "The most
concretism, pertains to music in the ludicrous thing is that this work is
form of "farts, handclaps, dishes hanging in a museum." This is not a
breaking ... " and performance, citing statement on the value of this work
George Brecht's piece in which the artist which he is clearly very fond of, but
walked on stage and turned a light on instead refers to the (sometimes self
and off. This was a concrete experience, conscious) anti-museum nature of
not a representation.
Fluxus. Does the Neuberger exhibit
Maciunas also made the distinction mystify and formalize the work of
between and the similar movements artists who were self-consciously
that predated it. Whereas Dada and antiformalistic? Certainly seeing the
Futurism were concerned with shock little boxes under the glass of the
and had "serious" manifestoes, museum's diplay cases does take away
"generally, Fluxus people were from their accessability and will
concerned with humor" and wrote probably increase their monetary value.
funny manifestoes. Purchase art So much for "art for the masses." Still,
historian Irving Sandler described this one couldn't help noticing the sharp
humorous quality of Fluxus as a "gentle contrast of the goings-on at the F/uxus,
kind of iconoclasm ... but it's also etc. opening and the Threnody
political. It has different edges."
exhibition next door. In the Theater
This wouldn't be a proper Fluxus Gallery, viewers whispered quietly in
show without some performances. In awe of the mammoth spectacle of the
conjunction with Flux, etc., The Cleve Gray painting. The pseudo
Neuberger is presenting Flux/est '83, a religiosity inherent to museums,
day of performance and film. Scheduled heightened by the artists' mystical
intermedia artists, performance artists, intentions, was very evident.
and musicians are Dick Higgins, Alison Meanwhile, back at the Fluxus show,
Knowles, Yasunanao Tone, Yoshi people laughed and chatted away in
Wada, Jean Dupuy, Larry Miller and volumes I've never heard in a museum.
Paul Berard. In the Neuberger's own The Fluxus, etc. organizers and
words, these artists "will present an museum staff have, at least for the most
historical survey of Fluxus part, succeeded in capturing the Fluxus
performances as well as current spirit (or should I say Fluxspirit?) Prof.
Fluxworks of their own." The Sandler, in his closing statement before
"Fluxfilms" will include works by going on sabbatical, reminded Purchase
George Maciunas, George Brecht, students to try to get away from the
Chieko Shiomi, Robert Watts, Paul distinctions between high or serious and
Sharits, John Cage, Yoko Ono, and Joe nonserious art. The work is "fun, and
Jones. Fluxfest '83 will take place on games, irony and wit and that's the
Saturday, March 5th. Registration for way to approach the show."
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Mass Appeal: A Fun Drama
By Sheila Bermel
Last weekend the newly formed
Purchase Underground Stage
performed Bill Davis' Mass Appeal, a
delightful, and serious comedy about a
Catholic priest, a young deacon, and
their opposing views. The U nder
ground formed by acting students
Jonathan Failla and Bryan Foyster, is
dedicated to producing inter-company,
and inter-divisional productions here.
They were the actors in Mass Appeal,
which was presented in the Natural
Sciences auditorium, using a desk,
lectern, chairs, and a stained glass
picture as the setting.
Failla, a Senior actor, was Father
Tim Farley, a priest more concerned
with the reactions of church goers than
with his religiosity. Brian Foyster, a
Junior actor, played an aggressive,
truth-seeking seminarian named Mark
Dolson.

Throughout the play, -the two
confront each other. Farley is a witty
priest who takes the attitude that "what
they don't know won't hurt them."
Dolson is serious, mannered, and
interested only in being truthful,
Farley encourages Dolson to be more
like him. Dolson gives a hilarious
sermon about jelly donuts but still
manages to add his seriousness. The two
share past histories and experiences,
and together grow stronger. The play
built up to some highly captivating
emotional scenes, followed with
hilarious moments of laughter. The
play's moral is captured in one of its last
lines; "We must help shape what shapes
us." Failla and Foyster gave flawless
performances and had the audience in
the palm of their hands. I hope the
Underground keeps up what they've
started.

Come to The Pub in Campus Center South
With new prices, new hours, and an expanded
menu
And the ·grand opening of our non-alcoholic
Back Bar.

Food••••

'!be Menu

Assorted fruit and cheese board. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.50
Fruit cup .............................................................75
Wing dings in a basket ............................................ 1.50
Chile ............................................ : ................. 1.75
Hamburger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.55
Cheeseburger ..................................................... 1.70
Hot dog ..............................................................60
PIzza - slice ..........................................................60
French fries ........................................... : ..............60
yogurt ............................................................. ' ..80
Chips ................................................................45
Cheesecake - premium ............................................. 1.25
Fresh fruits ......................................................40/:80

The Back Bar complies with the state's non-alcohol policy for 18
year-olds. It's also a pleasant place for anyone to come and enjoy a
late snack.

DAILY SPECIALS
Monday: Bot Pnbe18 aad . . .Iard
7:00-9:00 p.m. 40¢
Tueeday: SIIrbap aad C..... OD the ball 8heII
7:00-:-9:00 p.m. 30¢ each for high quality shrimps and clams
Wednesday: Happy Boar
4:00-6:00 p.m. Assorted cheese and chips

Beverages•••

FrIday: Bob Bon D'Oeavrn
Served from 4:00-6:00 p.m.

Plna colada - non-alcoholic ......................................... 1.00
Virgin Mary ..........................................................75
Carrot juice ..........................................................75
Vegetable juice .......................................................75
Fruit juice - assorted .................................................75
Soda ............................ , ............................45/.60/.75
Mineral water - bottled ................................................75
Hot chocolate .........................................................40
Coffee ............................................................40/.55
Tea .............................. '......... : ..........................40

Saturday: .I~ PI. . .
Free with purchase of food or beverage

1-1biU8CJay, Yeoruary rotIi - - - - - - - - - I 7:00-9:00 p.m.
I Free Fries wi beverage and burger or hotdog
I {Bring this coupon)

7:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
.

I

I
I
I
I
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Thursday: COUPON NIGHTS
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(Bring this Coupon)
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By Jan Halaska

Excerpt from one of Danny's speeches zn Joy of the Slide Parade
By Bill Tay lor

my hand and rolled into the gutter. I looked around
to see who caught a glimpse of my actions, but no
one seemed to notice. They weren't foolingme. They
were the anti-bodies and I was the germ. They
wanted to swallow me up and spit me out dead.

Danny: I was walking down the street in "The
Village," it was a Saturday'night, the streets filled
with people. I stopped at a deli, picked up a "taU
boy" and started drinking it on the corner, planning
I knew I couldn't reason with them. It was a search
my next move.
and destroy mission and I was the target. I didn't
I watched as they all walked by, blacks, whites, want to make any sudden moverments to attract
puerto ricans, chinese, gays, straights, fatties, skinnies attention. I knew if they realized 1 wasn't one of
Uglll'S, pretties, talis, shorts, punks, bums, bag them, it would all be over. I casually walked around
ladies, greasies, grimies, stingies, scragglies, the corner with a bunch of other kids. They didn't
concerned, confused, blessed and damned. They all recogni/e me, though. They didn't realize that my
walked by me, a parade of life. A show for my heart was beating uncontrollably through my body
enjoyment. Snap shots, slides, stll Ii fes, comedies, and pulsating through my toes, face and ears.
dramas all unfolded before me as I stood there
I ran down an alley, through a parking lot, and up
holding the can of beer in the paper bag. They were side street. I ran faster than I ever thought I could. I
all part of a flowing inner river of a city. They were couldn't look back, and 1could barely see forward. It
tiny atoms that couldn't be more different, but were was a beer bottle that finally brought me down to the
yet all part of the same who'le.
ground. I tripped over it and crashed face first. The
A bum came up and asked me for a quarter. I blood was running into my eyes, so I grabbed a copy
didn't want to give it to him, but I couldn't help of The Daily News that was lying nearby and used
myself. I stood there, an unwilling participant--as .the front p~:ge for a bandage. Then I ran uptown as
Ill)' hand went into my pocked and gave the guy the
fast as I could. There was no thought anymore, just
quarter. As he staggered away, it hit me, if I would've animal impulses. THE WILL TO SURVIVE.
been from the city, I would have told the guy to take a
I saw the "Garden" in the distance. Penn Station,
hike. It would have been as automatic a response as
covering my mouth when I sneezed. I looked around that was my goal. It was heaven, sex, food, God and
at the people passing me and every~hing had Nirvana all rolled up into one. If I couldjust make it
changed. My stomach tied in a knot as I realized that there alive, unwounded, unseen and unabashed, I
I was an outsider. That I was a germ in the body of promised I would be a good boy forever...
I hit the station with my ticket in hand. I ran down
the city and that I had to be coughed up.
the
stairs to the platform four at a time. I ran onto the
I didn't know what to do. Faces became distorted
and the noise grew louder as the beer can fell from train, jumped into the first toilet I saw and locked

the door. The first thing I heard was the pounding of
the blood in my ears. Then the sound of my heavy
breathing in the little stall. Then the sound of my
face in the todet throwing up. I barfed, chowed and
ralphed longer than I ever had before. And it wasn't
just beer and yesterday's hot dog that came up, no
way. It was the lowest stuff inside me. The brownest
bile of the city came out of my gut. The fears, pain
and despair of everyone of those poor dying bastards
I saw on the streets came up from me. Then came the
blood. Pints and pints came up from me and with it
all the fear and alienation I felt from those people. It
was running down my neck, my shirt and making a
big puddle around me on the floor. Suddenly, the
conductor was banging on the door demanding my
ticket. The train was moving faster out of
Manhattan and into Queens, Jamaica, Nassau. I
tried to get up, but I was weak from the loss of blood.
A second conductor was beating on the door, then a
third, then a fourth .. '! tried to explain what was
happening, but my throat was so torn up I couldn't
speak.
Finally, I pulled myself up along the sides of the
stalJl and held onto a paper towel rack to keep my
balance. I turned to look in the mirror to assess the
damage, and there .. in the middle of my
forehead ... mixed with the blood and bile, and
vomit...was thefront page of The Daily News that
read Long Island Boy Kills Own Mom .. ,details on
page three... " Exposed, I fell backward, broke
through the stall door, and into the loving arms of
the conductors.
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The Adventures of
Beatrice The Toe
By Adam Meyers

,

Once upon a time, there was a girl named Beatrice.
Once upon a time, Beatrice had a big toe on her left
foot. However, she doesn't have that toe anymore,
because it ran away when she was only six years old.
She was very sad when it ran away, but there was
nothing she could do.
Coincidentially, the toe had the same name as the
girl. The toe's name was also Beatrice. Beatrice the
Toe ran away from Beatrice the Girl because it was
tired of being stuffed into smelly shoes and because it
was bored. It wanted to go off on an adventure. It
wanted to seek it~ fortune. It wanted to learn
everything that the world could teach it.
The toe slithered out into the world. (It could
slither, but it couldn't walk. This was because it
didn't have any feet). It slither.ed through the streets
of the big city. It slithered through a small village. It
slithered along a highway. Then it slithered into the
forest.
Beatrice the Toe met many different animals in
the forest. It met some bunny rabbits, some panda
bears and some friendly crocodiles. The bunny
rabbits taught him how to hop . The panda bears
taught him how to climb. And the crocodiles taught
him how to swim.
He found these animals to be pleasant enough
company, but he didn't feel like spending more than
a few days with any of them. So he left and journeyed
deeper into the forest.
After a few days of travelling, Beatrice the Toe
came to a big hole in the ground. Ou t of the hole
came a big mommy snake and four baby snakes. The
mommy snake thought that the toe was a young
snake who was lost. The mommy wanted to adopt
him. The toe tried to explain that he was a toe and
not a snake, but the big snake didn't understand
because she spoke very little English. So the toe
consented to be adopted for the time being, anyway.
Beatrice the Toe lived for many years with the
family of snakes. It learned about the life and history
of this snake family. It learned about the many
different horrible ways of their father, grandfather,
grandparents and some of their siblings died. It
learned how to catch and eat mice. It learned how to
dig tunnels ... the proper way to build a snake den.
Beatri<;e grew up with the baby snakes. Beatrice was
quite a large toe by the time the young snakes
reached maturity.
One day the mommy snake decided that it was
time for all the snakes (including Beatrice) to leave
the den and make dens and raise families of their
own in other places.
So the toe left and moved on further into the forest.
It did and learned many things and visited with
many different animals. Nothing it did was every
very important. But even so, it was very rarely bored.
Many years later Beatrice the Toe died and rotted
into dust. Beatrice the Girl never had very good
balance after the toe ran away, but she didn't mind
all that much.

1jj
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By Jan H alaska

By The Bottle,
By the Book
By Eric Stull
(A parody of a writer much greater than myself) .
He finally slept with her, had her as he would have
put it. And he accomplished this not through his
verbose and entreating letters, nor by whiningly
assuring her that he loved her and would respect her
afterwards, nor as a reward for his lavish and
calculating gifts, but in a way time-tested and
mundane as any mode of seduction in the world: he
got her drunk. Incredibly, almost violently
intoxicated to a point where she seemed not to know
that she was being undressed and caressed, only that
something was being done to her, and that she
apparently liked it or something. For his part, he
liked it too, though naturally (considereing her
condition) he had to do all of the work upon and for
a body which had as little responsiveness as a corpse
might have given had he been thrusting himself
against that; though to be strictly accurate it must be
said that she did reward his (considerable) efforts
with an intermittent gurgle and an occasional soft
and deeply felt moan.
Amazingly enough (it seemed to him), she did not
revile him after this little episode, as he felt she had a
right to do as he expected her to and as he did
himself. No, she continued their affair as it had gone
on before, 'as if nothing had occurrred that night,
though he believed that she had not been so
intoxicated as to forget totally what had happened;
she had been after all conscious. She still resisted his
advances, still teased him about his increasingly
florid and torrid letters, still accepted hiS generous
gifts with ungracious silence, still gave him tiny
intermittent signs of affection and encouragement
whenever he became despondenl about his chances

with her.
And then it happened again. They went to a bar
one night and drank together, he slowly and warily,
gazing at her over the lip of his mug with the air of
the patient hunter regarding a dense platch of brush
wherein waits the unflushed prey; and she casually,
continually filling and draining her glass with the
inexorable regularity of the change of seasons.
And again he slept with her, had her as he would
have ineveitably phrased it in his monotonous
materialistic way. Again she was too drunk to aid his
actions, certainly too drunk to reciprocate; but he
enjoyed himself: crawling over her inert body asaily
crawls over a lump of brown sugar that has been left
to melt in the sun; running his tongue in every
available orifice and trying to judge by the rate of her
gurgling respiration whether he was stumblingonto
an erogenous zone or not; wrestling her heavy
languid fleshwarm limbs into all sorts of bizarre
positions and prodding her unmercifully.
The next day she said not a word to him about it,
but her silence, as before, seemed less an attempt al
embarrassed decorum than the result of a complete
failure of memory (though how she could forget an
act that left so many bruises on her he could not
imagine). As before she did not hold it against him-
she did not (argive him, exactly, for there was
nothing in her manner to indicate that she thought
he had done anything ~vrong. And that night she
asked him to take her to the same bar they had been
to the night before.
It happened again that night, and again every
night afterwards for the next two months, umil he
broke off the relationship with her, his heart broken
and his liver besoaked with alcohol, his eyes glazed
with the sleepless apathetic gaze of the true
dipsomaniac, his flesh sallow and wasted on every
part of his body save for his belly, which ballooned
out befor him like some malignant and uncanny
pregnancy. He could no longer cope with the reality
he had himself created: a woman chaste as a nun
when sober and slovenly hedonistic when drunk.
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The Silent One
By Lisa N. Collins
Creation was not finished until
the poet came to interpret and thus
complete it.
Nathaniel Hawthorne

Photo by Caroline Howard
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The Silent One often observed others with a wary
eye, while remaining locked in a limbo of silencf.
The Silent One perceived the world dichotomousl),:
those whose lives depended upon endless streamsor
words (The Others) and those who chose to remain
silent.
The Silent One could never understand The
Others. They bandied words about and often
avoided saying what they really meant. For example.
why did they profess having a profound interest in
honesty, yet shy away from the truth on personal or
controversial issues? Why did they play verbal game~
in order to mask their opinions concerning other
people, yet wanting to know how -they were
perceived? If they really had to speak, they should say
what they were really feeling. These verbal games
resembled a long chain to the Silent One-heavy and
linked by an almost unnoticeable series of meanings:
the spoken meaning and the intended meaning.
Words, words, words! What use were they to tht
Silent One? Oh, words had their purpose, all right.
Especially when they were used to fitthe situationm
idea being expressed. The basic premise of speecti
was valid, though. Words served their initial
purpose by identifying and categorizing physical
objects and metaphysical concepts and emotions.
Once everything was so labelled could each "thing"
and "feeling" become concretized and later culled
from memory for closer scrutiny.
Words were appropriate then. They formed
thoughts. They acted as the foundation of reason.
Using words to manipulate, deceive and subdue
others was a travesty of their initial objective. Such
"abuse" of words reminded the Silent One of a
prism. In such instances, the words refracted their
original meanings by twisting them and throwing
them at distorted angles. The objects of central
focus, the words themselves remained the same in
sound and structure, but they took on man~
interpretations. Like the prism and its refracting
lights, words and their refracted meanings were
interpreted differently by each individual. Why use
them that way at all? Better to write exactly how one
felt than to chain oneself down to a long string of
words .
The Silent One did not need speech in order to be
understood. Ironically, The Others used words as if
to keep from being understood. I t almost seemed as iC
they didn't like to get close to their peers or to the
truth. The Others flung words like arrows,
seemingly oblivious of who and how they could
pierce. The Silent One adroitly avoided speech by
writing, using signs and gesturing. And never once
did the Silent One volunteer an opInIOn or
expression via these media unless a situation
warranted response or participation.
The Silent One appeared to be fighting a losing
ballle to The Others. The Silent One took a tacit
. stand against a medium that created and encouraged
the continuation of communication throughout the
ages. Why did the Silent One reject the most
common and accessible form of communication in
favor of its nonverbal counterparts? Words weren't
always used to conceal and deceive; often they
promoted understandings among people and
created the
possiblility of interpersonal
relationships. The Others often took a very dim view
of the Silent One's stance: by not volunteering ideas
or expressions, the Silent One was also playing an
intricate game of deceit and concealment. To the
Others, the Silent One was an enigmatic figure, a
unique and quiet person who countered deceit by
adding to it. After long deliberation, the Others
came to the conclusion that communication was a
human property and that their silent counterpart
unknowingly and unwillingly took part in their
activities all along. To them, the Silent One was
never in a position to pass judgment on anyone as
each person is unique and is entitled to respect and
acknowledgment. Once the Silent One accepted
other people and initiated interpersonal
communication progress could be made. Each
individual stands under the protecteve umbrella of
"human beings" and included under that umbrella
is each person's civil as well as human rights.
Knowingly or unknowingly, the Silent One also
stands under that umbrella.

~

Viewpoints
EditorialsThis will be a semester change for The Load, aimed at widening the scope
and influence of the paper. The biggest change will be a commencement of
weekly publication, starting on April 20th. This should make the news more
current, the announcement of events more timely, and the paper a more
vital part of school life. In conjunction with this, we are starting an extensive
We hope that these are the last words on "The Last Supper cartoon," recruitment drive. One reason the paper has been limited to coming out
which appeared in our November 17th issue, and which caused an once every two weeks has been that the staff has been too small to do the
emotional controversy through the religious community. In our December work required for weekly publication. We're looking for new writers,
8th issue, we printed an editorial apology for the cartoon and the artist's photographers, layout people, artists, business people and office workers.
own apology.
Also, our editorial board is being expanded; in the future, hopefully, thejob
While stating that "to those who questioned our judgment and our taste, of putting out the paper won't rest so completely on the shoulders of a very
we apologize... Hopefully, we will have the judgment not to publish what small group. We're looking for a Managing Editor, Business Manager,
has little but offensive value," the editorial mainly focused on Feature Editor and Illustration Editor.
~monstrating that we had a legal right to print the cartoon, and that a
In addition to getting more people, we're trymg to set up new structures.
decision not to print it must be a decision of conscience, not of legality.
A
problem
with many student organizations here is that they survive due to
This tnissed the point. As we stated at the January 31st meeting in the
the
efforts
of
one or two interested people; in the past the Student Senate
'President's Office (see story on page 2), "(free expression) is not at issue.
has
worked
when it's had good leaders, but failed when it hasn't.
What is at issue is a serious lapse in judgrr..mt...about the effects of a
Organizations
seem to thrive and die in random cycles. In order to help
cartoon...we had no business publishing the cartoon." A newspaper helps
establish
itself,
The Load will be trying to find a ·way to have a faculty
build and inform a community, and it speaks for a community. Therefore, it
adviser
for
the
paper,
have academic credit for its workers, have a larger,
bas a moral responsibility to uphold and protect sacred religious beliefs.
more
workable
office
space and a charger and budget with the Student
The clergy people present at the January 31st meeting were dismayed
Senate
which
would
support
the kind of paper we're talking about.
wben told by us that we were "stunned" by the far-reaching and substantial
Another
thing
we'll
be
considering
is our image; many have questioned
controversy which the cartoon caused. Their dismay was towards an
whether
we
should
call
ourselves
The
Load.
This, of course, raises a broader
ignorance which they perceived in our society about the deep meanings of
question:
what
is
our
image
to
be;
how
do
we
feel we should be looked at by
the Eucharist. And this is a much larger question; they questioned why it
the
community?
There
has
been
a
feeling
in
the
past that The Load is only
was that such a cartoon could be conceived in the first place, and why it
for
students.
Though
it
is
indeed
a
student
publication,
made for, paid for,
could be found worthy of being printed. This question has no easy answers;
and
made
by
students,
it
is
important
for
a
school
paper
to be read by, and
so while we offer our apology again, and a promise that our sensitivity has
to
even
have
writing
by
faculty,
adminilstration
and
staff.
Purchase is a very
been heightened, we can offer no solution to the fact that there are factors in
secular
school,
divided
into
small
isolated
programs.
Thre
is no reason for
our society which cause such cartoons to come into existence.
this; a school so small should not be divided. At its best, its newspaper
should fill the need for a "Town Hall" and should be a forum for the whole
community to share.
So, in addition to our recruitment of students, we once again invite
One positive outcome of "The Last Supper controversy" was that it faculty members to submit pieces to our viewpoints section. For students
prompted a self evaluation of The Load. The incident showed that our who are interested in joining, we invite you to our staff meeting on Tuesday,
publication is looked at closely by the community, and its contents are February 8th at 10:30 p.m. in our office. We'd also like to har your ideas.
taken extremely seriously. It also showed that in addition to informing a Drop us a letter at our mailbox at the Info Booth in Campus Center North.
community, a newspaper is looked uponto help build one.

Last Words on the Last Supper

Looking Beyond the Controversy

The Artist as Worker
By Eva Papp
If Art is seen as a process, that of creativity, then
those who engage in this process are artists. Because
creativity is intrinsic to all men, attempts at
categorizing the artist and the non-artist are
misdirectedj the meaninguful distinctions should
rather be directed at their individual works, whether'
they be good or bad. By placing emphasis on the art
work instead of the artist, we gain in two respects.
There is among us a tremendous striving to achieve,
to be the dancer, the painter, the writer. But the
realization needs to be there that in the dancing is the
dancer, in painting, the painter and in writing, the
writer. It is in the doing that we become those things
we strive for.
If we, instead of trying to determine who are and
who are not the artists, placed our emphasis on the
work, the mystique surrounding the art world would

suddenly dissipate forcing us to be objective in our
approach to art, basing the quality ofthe artist on the
quality of his work. This absence of mystique might at
first appear to be a loss to the artist, but in throwing off
this mantle, the nagging doubts which accompany it
are also shed and the artist freed to concentrate on the
work before him. And this is a good thing, for in the
end it is our works by which we are judged.
Placing emphasis on the art work is also beneficial
because it does not detract from man's status as
intrinsically creative. Sure, everyone might not be an
artist to the extent that they spend Qlost of their
energies creating, but denying the potential of every
man to create is erroneous as well as destructive. I say
destructive because at times we are all content to
merely accept as truth what we are told, and accepting
the role of a non-artisat, a non-creator, is a harmful
thing indeed.

Student Senate Talk
By Nancy Krisch
During the retreat, the committees met to plan
Academic Chairperson
projects for the semester. The Academic Committee is
Student Senate
planning to begin town meetings to discuss campus
The Student Senate returned to school four days issues such as the All-Campus Senate. The Academic
early this semester for a retreat. Many aspects of Committee has also been working on Faculty Review
student government and a wide variety ofcollege other committees, attrition, cooperation with the Alumni
issues were discussed. The Senate presently has a Association, and the possibility of cooperating with
membership of eighteen, and is broken down into the The Load to produce a registration supplement this
Spring to assist with early registration for the fall.
(ollowing categories:
ExtClltiv, Committee: Liz Gross (PreSident),
The Student Lite commtttee's major task tor the
Allison Mahoney (Executive Vice President), Tony semester is to collaborate with Public Safety on the
Kliphuis (V.P. for Finance), Kirk Olsen (V.P. for vandalism issue. The entire Senate participated in a
Student Organizations). A cademic Committee: Nancy wOTkshop led by Louise Paglen, this area's regional
Krisch (Chair), David Paldy, Paul Sternglass, David coordinator for SASU (the SUNY student lobby
Schwartz, Marianne Christopher, Andrea Carty and group). This dealt with the Solomon Ammendment
Brian Schmitt. Studelfl LUe Committee: Matty (see p. 23), and lobbying against tuition and rent
Mathews (Chair), Adam Thinger, Heidi Fried, John increases.
Williams. Joe Zambaron, Jesse Mentken. 'Academic'
The Senate meets on Mondays at 4:30 in the
senators represent their division, 'Student Life' their
Conference Room at North. All students are welcome.
residence area.

Because art is essentially the process ofcreating, it is
an open invititation to any who would try their hand at
it. And success? Not to be gained by a prescribed dress
or a rather suspicious lack of hair, but by work, long
and hard.
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Letters

An Ammendment Remembered

printing of controversial cartoons.

To The Editor,
As a Roman Catholic and asa reader, I, too was
repelled by the Arnow cartoon. My aversion for the
cartoon was mild in comparison to my concern and
distaste for the hostility it has since generated. I really
do not feel that the artist drew it with any malicious
intentions.
In the December 22 issue of The Load, a Catholic
Sister came forth and put value judgments on our
editor as well as our society. I feel that her retort that
our editor was "insensitive" to religious tenets was
"tragic for him and the society which formed him" is
the antithesis of Christian acceptance and tolerance
for the beliefs of others.
The Load was well within its First Amendment
rights to use its discretion in the material that is
published. However, The Load is an independent,
student-operated periodical and I strongly suggest
that community readers keep that in mind. I also
suggest that Sister Driscoll, and Professor David A.
Villeco read New York Times v. Sullivan (1964) and
Near v. Minnesota (1931). These cases cite instances in
which newspapers were charged with abusing their
First Amendment Rights by printing offensive
material. Needless to s~y, the newspapers in both cases
won.
I hope that in the future Sister Driscoll and
Professor Villecco will be a lot less hasty in passing
judgment or accusing anyone of "having their
judgment genes down."
Sincerely,
Lisa N. Collins

The only thing sacred in this country is our rights
and there is no right which guarantees an institution
protection from public review, comment, inspection
or adverse opinion, religious institutions included.

The Right to Offend Defended
To the Editor,
One of the first lessons most of us learn in our early
school days is an introduction to the Bill of Rights and
the principles of freedom upon which this country is
founded. We are taught to be filled with pride with the
guarantees of freedom set forth in the early days of our
country's existence, guarantees such as freedom of the
press and of speech in the First Amendment. I think it
is about time that those criticizing The Load for either
their controversial cartoons or articles written in poor
ftlste come to realize both this, and the function of a
free press.
Religion, religious institutions and even the
Government itself occupy no holy or sacred pedestal in
this country protecting them from public review,
criticism or jest. This is something our founding
fathers insured against as well. No matter how
distasteful a Load item might be to some, a vocal and
independent press is one of the tools we possess to
insure against the violation of our rights through the
airing of different viewpoints.
This holds true whether it's The New York Times, or
The Washington Post uncovering illegal practices by
the federal government or for The Load feeling free to
critcize a college administration's lack of wisdom or
a college policy or their

Finally, in specific response to a comment by a
professor at Purchase in the last issue of The Load,
that "no one, not even an editor has a right to offend,"
the statement is both ludicrous and dangerous. If
anything, there is a professional responsibility
inherent in the proper functioning of the job of ediltor
which calls for not being afraid to criticize, offend and
perhaps alienate others. The professor seems to be
implying we outlaw the pUblication of Doonesbury in
favor of another Brenda Starr strip in our newspapers.
It's your right to offend the few, or the many. Stick
to it.
Sincerely,
Neal Rosenstein

...But Poor Judgement Attacked
To the Editor,
While not in any way attacking your right to publish
last issue's derogatory carton and caption
caricaturizing Louis Winsberg, I do question the
appropriateness of your decision to criticize a specific
individual who is no longer here to defend himself with
a response.
Sincerely,
Neal Rosenstein
John Halbig
Adam Meyers
Ed Gottlieb

An Aesthetic Artist's Answer

(Sorry, A's. According to Director of Public
Mark Albrecht, at least one of the bicycles
"sculpture" was reported stolen, and
identified in the contraption: -eds.)

Project Against World Hunger
Dear Editors,
Elizabeth Freund and I, Laurent Ehrmann,
students here in the V.A. and Social
departments respectively. We have conceived of
project which would raise the issue of world h ...._ ...
the Purchase community.
We have formed an interested and dedicated
of students on campus and are becoming affiliated'"
"Artists to End Hunger" (ATEH). ATEH is
organization, founded by concert pianist Ilana
which has branches in the major northeastern
and on many college campuses across the
States. It is the vehicle through which artists preaaJ.
their works or projects in acknowledgement of
mutual commitment to ending world hunger by
year 2000.

Dear Sirs, (and I use that word rather loosely)
We are writing you in regards and rebuttal to your
grossly insensitive, highly generalized and obscuring
statement in the last issue of The Load (on the front
page, December 22nd). It seems that our intentionality
Our project entails the production of a benefIr.
as conscientious artists has been obfuscated concert. l1ana Vered has offered to perform,
caustically in regards to one bicycle sculpture.
Andre Gregory, renowned playwright, actor,
director, has also offered to participate. The
If the "writers" of this article have the audacity to of the concert, scheduled for April 30th in the
juxtapose our well-meant intentions in mobile For the Arts, will go to Oxfam America.
mechanization of phantasmagorical imagination; to
blunt acts such as smashing cigarette machines and
Yet the production of such an event
rapes; then we the artists feel unjustly persecuted by participation. More precisely, your help, agisU"
these heinous accusations, and demand recourse and and support. There is a need for people to help
due retribution. (Say you're sorry, o.k. It's good for things as pUblicity, stage design, lighting, sales,
your health, well-being, and redemption.)
graphic designs. Please note that specific technical
managerial skills are, although welcomed,
essential. Please contact Elizabeth Freund (2S3·S64f...
In fact our bicycle sculpture (the only bicycle
sculpture on campus that we know of) was not or box 747) or me (box 0654).
constructed with contraband materials. All ofthe bike
parts used are owned, or were given to construct the
above said mobile. kinetic. nomadic constructivist
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device. Weare not anonymous anarchistic
aiming to "annihilate" any anger on to anyone;
concerned artists, contesting a rather apathetic gencnl
pUblic. I hope the reader can appreciatetheattemptlt
bring a more publicly involved relationship to the II1l
in general. Over all, the responses we received (rolD
our work were both positive and superlative and _
wish to continue our endeavor. Any donations of 0lil
bicycles, hunks of rust iron, or any other profoullll
objects would be deeply appreciated and used by dIiI
group of artists. Thank you.
Wm Fien&DCt
Associated Artists Against An Alto
Antagonistically Apathetic Audience.

Laurent

NEUBERGER MUSEUM South Gallery
State UniverSity of New York at Purchase
30 January to 27 March 1983

FLUXUS. ETC. IS an exhibition of over 800
objects - books . newspapers . posters. and
sculptures created in the 1960s as part of the
international art movement known as Fluxus.
The exhibition. organized by the Cranbrook
Academy of Art Museum in Bloomfield Hills.
Michigan. is the first comprehensive exhibi 
tion of Fluxus work in the United States . In
conjunction with FLUXUS. ETC.. the Museum
will present Fluxfest '83 on Saturday. 5 March
which will feature films and performances by
several Fluxus artists.
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Attacking the Solomon Ammendment
By Cary G. Rubin
America's higher educational institutions are about
. ksaddled with the burden of enforcing compulsory
6Ift rcgistration by the enactment of a new law that
colleges to deny Guaranteed Student Loans,
l,laional Direct Student Loans, Pell Grants, PLUS
ilia!)' loans supplemental grants, work-study
:p1II1ms, and other financial aid to male students
.• cannot prove that they have registered. The
.fIII8C of the Solomon Amendment has raised a
In of protest among student associations, peace
,lCivists and college administrators who believe that
academic community should not become the law
lIfon:elDcnt agents of the military.
III addition to reviving the debate over draft
Jlistration itself, the controversy points to a need for
•.mous contemplation of the role higer educational
iltitutions wiU choose to play in shaping our societal
irection during the decades ahead . Will the academic
lVIIIJDunity define itself as a force for planetization or
Gain itself to the crumbling old order of nationalistic
Second Wave industrial society?
Academic freedom is a firmly rooted tradition that
i essential for the unbiased pursuit of truth.
Ilalversities have long held a special status as an
lllitution apart from the state and the self-interest of
~ polilicians. They have no place functioning as an
aleDsion of the military establishment. Indeed, in a
lime when it can be scientifically proven through
a puter modeling that cooperative stategies are
_ rly superior to comp.etitive approaches for solving
lIobal probl~ms, institutions devoted to knowledge,
wisdom and excellence have a responsibility to do
mrything within their power to encourage policy
liking that corresponds to our best understanding of
IKwaytne world works. Furthering the bureaucracies
ohvarfare is diametrically opposed to the appropriate
IIDCe indicated by our educated awareness.
The rationalization behind the Solomon
Amendment is a twisted version of the social contract
lill:ory. Using 'Joe Sixpack'logic, we are going to give
those damn kids what they deserve. If you don't
rr;ster for the nation's military, you have voided the
IOCial contract between the individual and the state,
lllvingthe society free to withdraw from its part in the
bargain.
lwould have no objections if they would follow this

-.n
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reasoning con-sistently. Individuals would then have
Ibc frcedom to withdraw completely from the national
IOCiaI contract-no eligibility for student aid, Social
Security or ohter public assistance and no federal
lues either. If you call yourself an Anarchist, you
IUnot expeot the Government to provide benefits for
you. If your allegiance is to the concept of a world
sovcmment and they offer a worthwhile deal in their
social contract, you would be free to declare yourself
10 hea world citizen and receive benefits upon meeting
whatever obligations are agreed to. There would be no
II8IImed social contract at the national level, only
those that we freely choose. The U.S. Government will
Bot be consistent on this issue, of course, because very
few people would voluntarily choose to pay the federal
10000ment for the type of service they get and the uses
10 which their money is put.
By setting a precedent for nullifying the social
contract, the Reagan Administration has fallen into a
uap that will force it to be hypocritical. Financial aid is
Bot a political service but a social service bought and
paidfor by our taxes. As long as we are req uired to pay
lues, the social contract is being enforced and that
obliptes the society to keep their part of the bargain
Either the contract is void or it is not. They cannot do
it halfway and remain consistent.
There are a variety of other conceptual and
procedural pro blems with the new legislation. The
notion of denying education in the public interest is a
ltmge one. Whether you consider the idea of idealism
ofpea& activist to be too far ahead of our time or not,
our society will have to face the question of whether we

want to deny some of this generation's most principled
people the means to reach their potential. Whose
interest is served by our society having less educated
people'! The security of democracy against the
imposition of dictatorship depends upon a free
thinking, well informed popUlace. Economic security
requires continuing innovation, which can only be
achieved by the individuals who are working at the
limits of knowledge .
Not everyone who failed to register for the draft has
acted in thoughtful consideration of the ethical issues
involved twith complicity in warfare or out of
planetary patriotism. Many peole don't read the
newspapers, were confused by the on-again, off-again
status of the law, are forgetful or just don't like to be
told what to do. Here, we must consider whether it is in
the best interest of law and order to treat the failure to
fill out a form at the post office as a felony. Every time
they forbid trivial acts with laws that are
unenforceable, they are lowering the threshold of
inhibition against violating the la w. Is this the image of
felony lawa enforcement that we wish to create? I
believe that laws should be few in number, worthy of
our obedience and taken seriously.

Rather than acknowledging the failure of
registration and getting out as gracefully as possible,
the Government has reacted by turning to the colleges
for enforcement. The administration believes that they
must do something to cajole or coerce greater
compliance with the draft law in order to maintain
their credibility. In the form of the Solomon
Amendment, they may find themselves in even worse
trouble: The new law is probably unconstitutional
under several couilts, including the guarantee of equal
protection under the law, prohibitions against self
incrimination and the principle that the accused are to
be considered innocent until proven guilty in a fair
trial iIi a court of law. The Solomon Amendment
singles out low and middle income students for
penalization, while doing nothing to force compliance
by those who do not need to apply for financial aid.
The high percentage of minorities in the affected group
raises the spectre of a policy of subtly hidden
discrimination. It also violates the Privace Act of 1974
by ordering the distribution of confidential
information from the colleges to the military.
Administrators are also concerned about the
practical difficulties of enforcing the law through the
financial aid offices, which already must deal with
excessive paperwork and verification problems in
their normal operation. While of less philosophical
import, the Solomon Amendment is sure to lead to
longer lines and more delays for everyone.
The Student Association of the State University
(SASU) is conducting an energetic campaign to
convince state legislators that the Solomon
Amendment is discriminatory and unconstitutional.
"We're taking the lead because it's a student issue and
SASU acts on behalf of all SUNY students," said
Executive Vice President Scott Wexler. "It sets a
dangerous precedent when educaitonal institutions
administer defense policy." A letter writing campaign
for the repeal of the law is under way. In Minnesota,
the American Civil Liberties Union and the Minnesota
Public Interest Research Group have taken the
Government to court over the constitutionality of the
law. Many colleges are 'considering replacing aid
denied to students who have not registered through
their own financial aid programs.
The lack of cleverness and vision so evident here is
one of the most disturbing features of the policies of
recent administrations. Carter blundered into this

mess back in 1978, in response to the Soviet invasion
of Afghanistan. The Soviets stayed; Carter didn't.
President Reagan continued the policy in direct
contradicition of his campaign platform. Our tax
dollars have since paid to put a motley collection of
philosophy students and physics majors in prison,
reactivate another bureaucracy and print brilliant
advertising posters for the subways, like the "Aaron,
Mike, William and Raul grew up today. They
registered." campaign, as if to convince cynical
American youth that draft registration is the modern
equivalent of primitive puberty rites. The New Agers
will laugh at the military macho backwardness and the
Hard Core toughs will just point to their Anarchy
buttons. This campaign would have looked better in
"Real Men Don't Eat Quiche."
Does anyone feel inspired by our current
national direction? More to the point, do you even feel
safe? We now have registration, for what it is worth.
Soon we will have the B-1 Bomber, the MX Missile
and the Stealth bomber. Will we be safe then? No. We
will still be stuck with the United States vs .the Soviet
Union. Both will still be able to destroy all of tis many
times over, and now the stakes will be raised a little
higher, the politics made a little more tense and more
fingers brought closer to bigger buttons. National
sovereignity over warfare gas got to go for our safety
to be assured.
Can anyone feel safe knowing that our society
remains so heavily dependent upon foreign oil and
nuclear reactors, while the same administration that
gives us this pathetic excuse for security cuts funding
for alternative energy research? Can we feel secure that
our energy and resource needs will not force us to go to
war, while funding for the peaceful utiliztion of outer
space is cut and American resources are tied up in the
nonproductive institutions of the military? Worst of
all is the sacrifice of our human resource of brain
power-the essential ingredient for meeting the
challenges of our age-by continual cutbacks to
education. Their strategies are analogus to beating
plowshares into swords to fight for grain while being
surrouonded by fertile land. It isn't clever. It isn't
inspiring. And it isn't safe
Sooner or later, we are going to have to realize that
the Earth is a holistic entity and should be run like a
planet, not a game of Battleship. Every strengthening
of nationalistic competition (resul~ing in identical
responses by adversary nations) moves us a step away
from global unity and a step closer to annihilation.
Every step taken away from an effective world
government acting as the human embodiment of the
Gaila Intelligence is a step away from true security. In
the modern age, you can no longer pit "here" against
"there" because of the speed of information transfer
and the effects of unprecedented destructive powere
make them both part of the same thing.
Concerns for our security in the immediate future,
before a minimal world state can be established, are
legitimate. They do not, however, indicate a need for
draft registration. Argentine citizens were lining up in
droves to fight for their country-a fascist military
dictatorship with one of the worst human rights
records around-when the Junta decided to attack
Britain ,to gain control of the Falklands. America's
history of public response to genuine national
emergencies, such as the enlistment rate after the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, indicates that there would
be no shortage of people in the event of an attack.
Registration is of dubious military value because no
classification information is collected and many of the
addresses have changed since, making much of the
data inaccurate and useless.
Is registration an issue worth bothering about for
our side? What is the harm of a little card in the Post
Office? Registration is a safety valve before the draft.
If it is already enacted, you have only one place to
make a stand and that is when the draft actually
comes. The choice is then either going off to boot camp
or going underground . It is worth resisting, especially
as a symbolic statement, but it should not become the
central focus of the Eighties Movement because it is a
negative issue.
We are fighting just to stand still. Our task is to clearly
articulate our goals for the future of our society and
begin focusing effort on specific positive issues.
. In the coming months, I will examine some of the
recent developments that will become the central
themes of the Eighties Movement. Watch for Seed
Crystal Bulletin, a new Third Wave political column,
in the next issue of The Load.
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Back Page Special:

8J' Beth 8cIloeDbolts
Some people say It 's been around for years. others
say It appeared one morning last week. Some enjoy Its
company and usefulness. others have not yet noticed
Its presence. At first glance one might assume that the
wooden spool on the dining hall lawn is a sculputer
positioned for viewing by a VA student. Whatever the
assumption. the wooden spool is truly enjoyued by
Purchase students. Many were co-operative
commenting abut the spool.
Q:What do you think of the spool??
A: We have a spool like that In New Hampshire. We
use It for a table. Whenever my mother makes gross
hors d·ouvres. I stuff them down the hole in the
mlddle.---Martha
A: I think the spool's great! I think someone put it
there my freshman year. Ifs dear to me because we
used it in "Good Person of Szechuan" last semester.
I'm glad to see Ifs back on the lawn. It's a big. fun toy.--
TomH.R
The spool finds life at Purchase to be Intellectually
stimulating. I woke the spool one morning and found
out more.

It was sleeping near a stump on the lawn. There was
dew dripping down its sides and it was snoring and
rolling slightly, back and forth. I tapped its side.
"Excuse me." I said, "I'm from The Load. I'd Uke to ask
you a few questions." The spool was startled, as if it
had been awakened by a nightmare.
Surprise turned to anger. "Wfiat1 WHAT? You woke
me up to ask me questions? Make an appOintment
with my secretary." (curt) It rolled away and settled
about five feet from me. I was apprehensive about
waklI}g the spool again but I walked over and tapped It
anyway. "Excuse me. we prearranged this Interview."
"All right. damnit, just let me wake up first." The
spool grumbled and rolled back and forth to gain
momentum, then sped across the lawn for about fifty
feet and returned, breathless. to where I stood. We
began the Interview.
Q:What brings you to Purchase?
A:I retired a few years back. Actually, (looking down)
they retired mel Damn! Those ne,m.y-bullt sanded
sm~th spools know nothing of life. Now. I'm a
seasoned spool. Look ~t me, sure. rm cracked and

i'm bummed because someone
a)screwed with my head and i think it's my
own
b)this whole world is going down the
fuckin' toilet
.

Coming Soon - at a Campus
Center near you...
The first PUrchase Comp
uter Dating Service!
Look for it. ..look for it...look for it. ..

splintering but still firm. feel...U stroked Its middle)
OoooHOOOOO, not there, it tickles! Here, roll me afew
feet. See. I sUll roll evenly. good as new. Don't get me
wrong, it's not that I don't love it when you Purchase
students roll on me, It's just that...well...I feel 90
useless sometimes. Ab, it was wonderful In myactllC
days.
Q:You did some acting?
A:Yes, I did a stint wit "Good Person of Szechuan"
last fall. I'm plannling to audition for the Dram!
Department next year.
Q:Do you have any advice for Purchase students?
A:Yes. They should stick with it or they might end up
like me, (sighing) stuck in a dead-end field rolling from
one end to the other.

CheChe, Clint, Bobby Boy. the Sixties. you're one of the last of
Vroo-Broo and all; so nice to see the hippies at this school. -guess
y'all. Next time I'll try and get who?
some sleep. Remember Vroo, BOBBY FISCHER IS ALIVE
about the pig? Hilda we'll catch AND WELL AND LIVING IN
ya next time 'round!
REYKJAVIK ICELAND.
Much Love,
AAW'f
Richard Wok ~ ~
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Robin Cofer - With the few expectations I had.
I'm reasonably happy with the situation.
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y ....... there·•• n_flUY•• frlelU!.ormiDe.uul..weIl.lt·.biII
roommate. ya .........d well. 1 d~o how tile rack he got
there. but he Idncla. well. It'. w.., H1roo.hlma on every other
breath...
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En.q uiring

Jeeelca Sbatan - The VA program Is excellent but
the foundation classes could have been more
broad. Involving more mediums than just 011
painting. etc. The L lI' S Is a lot better than I
thought It would be. It's challenging. I knew VA
would be great.
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Mark. thank you so much for
calling for X- Mas. Howwonderful to
hear your vo1ce-J miss you. A
thousand hugs. kisses and tugs on
your beard await you when your
thesis is finished and you're
California bound!
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Warning: Not all of these Back
Page Announcements ~re
from true Purchasitesl
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oNe love you, "happy playboy"
the girls from Luxembourg.
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By Janice Young
Do you think the faculty is giving you
the kind ofeducation that you expected
before you came to Purchase?

8harrl ZuckerDwl - I think the art education Is
really great and everything I expected. but I have
trouble taking any other classes that I want

